
UNIT-I

INTRODUCTION TO HVDC

EVOLUTION OF POWER SYSTEMS:

YEAR HOW COMMERCIAL USE OF ELECTRICITY TOOK PLACEThe basic discoveries of GAVLANI, VOLTA, OHM and AMPERE pertained to DC.The first widespread practical application was DC telegraphy by electrochemicalbatteries and using under- ground return circuits1870 Commercial use of Electricity when Carbon Arc Lamps were used to illumination oflight house and street lighting in series at constant current fed by series woundgenerators and later carbon filament lamps are used which are operated in parallelat constant voltage supplied current from shunt generators.1882 First Electric Power System with (steam driven Bipolar DC Generator, Cable, Fuseand Load) by Thomas Alva Edison at Pearl street in New York DC system  for 59customers ,1.5m radius  of  110V  Underground cable  with incandescent  lamp load1884 Electric  Motors were developed by Frank Sprague1886 Limitation of DC became apparent
 High losses and voltage drops
 Transformation of voltages requirementDevelopment of Transformers and AC Transmission by L. Gaulard and J.D.Gibbs ofParis and France George Westinghouse secured the rights in U.S.William Stanley an associate of  Westinghouse developed and tested commercialpractical use of  Transformers and AC Transmission for 150 lamps at  GreatBarrington Massachusetts1888 Nikola Tesla developed Polyphase Systems and had patents of Generators, Motors,Transformers, Transmission lines but these patents were sold to Westinghouse.1889 First AC Transmission system in North America in Oregon  Between WillametteFalls and Portland Single Phase 4KV over 21 Km1890 Controversial industrial revolution whether the industries need go for DC/AC
 Thomas Alva Edison advocated for DC and
 Westinghouse advocated for ACEarlier Frequencies were used are 25,50,60 and 133HzEuropean Countries  Fixed their values to 60HzAsian Countries Fixed their values to 50HzEarlier Frequencies were used are 25,50,60 and 133HzEuropean Countries  Fixed their values to 60HzAsian Countries Fixed their values to 50Hz1893 First 3-phase line , 2300V , 12km in California . AC was chosen  near  Niagara falls1922 165kV1923 220kV



1935 287kV1953 330kV1965 500kV1966 735kV  Hydro Quebec1969 765kV in USA1990 1100kVStandards are 115 , 138 , 161 , 230KV - HV   &345 , 500 , 765kV - EHV
VOLTAGE LEVELS:



BASIC ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMBASIC ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMBASIC ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM



YEAR HOW COMMERCIAL USE OF ELECTRICITY TOOK PLACEHHVVDDCC TTRRAANNSSMMIISSSSIIOONN SSYYSSTTEEMMSS1880-1911 HVDC transmission systems was designed by a  French Engineer
Rene Thury when the AC system is at Infancy. At least 19 Thury systemswere installed in Europe by the use of water powermost prominent was Mouteirs to Lyons (France) in 1906 57.6KV, 75A, 4.3MW180Km ( 4.5Km Underground Cable)

 DC series generators were used
 Constant Current Control mode of operation
 Four water turbines each of 3.6KV1911- Second plant at La Bridoire rated at 6MW, 150A added in series1912 –Third located at Bozel 11Km beyond Mouteirs rated at 9MW addedraising the total capacity to  193 MW,125KV with 225KM1920 Transverters (Polyphase transformers commutated by synchronously rotatingbus gear) were developed by Two British Engineers W.E Highfield and J.E.Calverly.Functions:

 Voltage Transformation
 Phase Multiplication
 Commutation1932 Atmospheric arc converters were developed by E.Marx of Braunschweig it is aswitching device in which an arc between two water cooled main electrodes1938 Due to death of Rene Thury all the Thury systems were dismantled1950 Mercury arc valves were developed1954 First HVDC Transmission system between Sweden & Gotland Island by Cable

VOLTAGE LEVELS:



MILESTONES OF HVDC:

 Hewitt´s Mercury - Vapour  rectifier, which appeared in 1901.
 Experiments with Thyratrons in America and mercury arc valves in Europe before 1940.
 First commercial HVDC transmission, Gotland 1 in Sweden in 1954.
 First solid state semiconductor valves in 1970.
 First microcomputer based control equipment for HVDC in 1979.
 Highest DC transmission voltage (+/- 600 kV) in Itaipú, Brazil, 1984.
 First active DC filters for outstanding filtering performance in 1994.
 First Capacitor Commutated Converter (CCC) in Argentina-Brazil Interconnection, 1998.
 First Voltage Source Converter for transmission  in Gotland, Sweden ,1999

COMPARISON OF AC AND D.C TRANSMISSION:

ADVANTAGES OF HVAC

 Voltage transformation.
 Current interruption.
 Easy conversion into mechanical energy to electrical energy and  vice-versa.
 Frequency as system-wide control signal.
 Meshed networks.

DISADVANTAGES OF HVAC

 Long distance transmission.
 Difficult to use cables, already at 100km high reactive power consumption.
 Reactive power loss.
 Stability problem.
 Current carrying capacity.
 Skin Effect and Ferranti Effect.
 Power Flow Control.



ADVANTAGES OF HVDC

 More power can be transmitted per conductor per circuit.
 Use of Ground Return Possible.
 Require Less Space compared to AC of the same voltage rating and size.
 Higher Capacity available for cables.
 No skin effect.
 Less Corona and Radio Interference.
 No Stability Problem.
 Asynchronous interconnection possible.
 Lower short circuit fault levels.
 Tie Line Power is easily controlled.
 Cheaper for Bulk Power Transmission.
 Fast Fault Clearing Time.
 No Compensation required for the line.

 More power can be transmitted per conductor per circuit:Let the peak DC voltageLet the peak AC voltageFor the same insulation Peak DC voltage = Peak AC voltage
For the same conductor size, the same current can transmitted with both DC and AC  if the skineffect is not considered  then

DC power per conductorAC power per conductorThe ratio of powers be
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From the above expressions we can say that more amount of power can be transferred inDC.In practice, DC transmission is carried out using 2 conductors  (+/-) and AC transmission iscarried out using either single circuit or double circuit 3Φ transmission using 3 or 6conductors. In such a case the above ratio for power must be multiplied by 2/3 or by 4/3.
In general, we are interested in transmitting a given quantity of power at a given insulationlevel, at a given efficiency of transmission.Let    RDC = Resistance of DC lineRAC = resistance of AC lineAAC= Area of cross-section of the conductor of ACADC= Area of cross-section of the conductor of DC
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By this we can say one-half the amount of copper is required for the same powertransmission at unity power factor, and less than one-third is required at the power factorof 0.8 lag
 USE OF GROUND RETURN POSSIBLE:

 In the case of HVDC transmission, ground return (especially submarine crossing)may be used, as in the case of a Monopolar DC link.
 Also the single circuit bipolar DC link is more reliable, than the corresponding AClink, as in the event of a fault on one conductor; the other conductor can continue tooperate at reduced power with ground return.
 For the same length of transmission, the impedance of the ground path is much lessfor DC than for the corresponding AC because DC spreads over a much larger widthand depth.
 In fact, in the case of DC the ground path resistance is almost entirely dependant onthe earth electrode resistance at the two ends of the line, rather than on the linelength. However it must be borne in mind that ground return has the followingdisadvantages. The ground currents cause electrolytic corrosion of buried metals,interfere with the operation of signaling and ships' compasses, and can causedangerous step and touch potentials
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 SMALLER TOWER SIZE: SMALLER TOWER SIZE: SMALLER TOWER SIZE:



The DC insulation level for the same power transmission is likely to be lower than thecorresponding AC level. Also the DC line will only need two conductors whereas threeconductors (if not six to obtain the same reliability) are required for AC Thus bothelectrical and mechanical considerations dictate a smaller tower.
 HIGHER CAPACITY AVAILABLE FOR CABLES:

 In contrast to the overhead line, in the cable breakdown occurs by puncture and notby external flashover. Mainly due to the absence of ionic motion, the working stressof the DC cable insulation may be 3 to 4 times higher than under AC also, theabsence of continuous charging current in a DC cable permits higher active powertransfer, especially over long lengths.
 Charging current of the order of 6 A/km for 132 kV). Critical length at 132 kV ≈ 80km for AC cable. Beyond the critical length no power can be transmitted withoutseries compensation in AC lines. Thus derating which is required in AC cables, thusdoes not limit the length of transmission in DC.
 A comparison made between DC and AC for the transmission of about 1550 MVA isas follows. Six number AC 275 kV cables, in two groups of 3 cables in horizontalformation, require a total trench width of 5.2 m, whereas for two number DC ±500kV cables with the same capacity require only a trench width of about 0.7 m.

 NO SKIN EFFECT:
 Under AC conditions, the current is not uniformly distributed over the cross sectionof the conductor.
 The current density is higher in the outer region (skin effect) and result in underutilization of the conductor cross-section.
 Skin effect under conditions of smooth DC is completely absent and hence there is auniform current in the conductor, and the conductor metal is better utilized.

 LESS CORONA AND RADIO INTERFERENCE:
 Since corona loss increases with frequency (in fact it is known to be proportional tof+25), for a given conductor diameter and applied voltage, there is much lowercorona loss and hence more importantly less radio interference with DC.
 Due to this bundle conductors become unnecessary and hence give a substantialsaving in line costs. (Tests have also shown that bundle conductors would anywaynot offer a significant advantage for DC as the lower reactance effect so beneficial forAC is not applicable for DC.)

 NO STABILITY PROBLEM:
 The  DC link  is an asynchronous link and hence any AC supplied through convertersor DC generation do not have to be synchronized with the link.
 Hence the length of DC link is not governed by stability. In AC links the phase anglebetween sending end and receiving end should not exceed 30ᵒ at full-load fortransient stability (maximum theoretical steady state limit is 90ᵒ).
 The phase angle change at the natural load of a line is thus 0.6˚per 10 km.



 The maximum permissible length without compensation ≈ 30/0.06 = 500 km.
 With compensation, this length can be doubled to 1000 km.

 ASYNCHRONOUS INTERCONNECTION POSSIBLE:
 With AC links, interconnections between power systems must be synchronous. Thusdifferent frequency systems cannot be interconnected. Such systems can be easilyinterconnected through HVDC links.
 For different frequency interconnections both convertors can be confined to thesame station.
 In addition, different power authorities may need to maintain different toleranceson their supplies, even though nominally of the same frequency. This option is notavailable with AC With DC there is no such problem.

 LOWER SHORT CIRCUIT FAULT LEVELS:
 When an AC transmission system is extended, the fault level of the whole systemgoes up, sometimes necessitating the expensive replacement of circuit breakerswith those of higher fault levels.
 This problem can be overcome with HVDC as it does not contribute current to theAC short circuit beyond its rated current.
 In fact it is possible to operate a DC link in "parallel" with an AC link to limit the faultlevel on an expansion.
 In the event of a fault on the DC line, after a momentary transient due to thedischarge of the line capacitance, the current is limited by automatic grid control.Also the DC line does not draw excessive current from the AC system.

 TIE LINE POWER IS EASILY CONTROLLED:
 In the case of an AC tie line, the power cannot be easily controlled between the twosystems.
 With DC tie lines, the control is easily accomplished through grid control.
 In fact even the reversal of the power flow is just as easy.

 RELIABILITY:
 Energy Availability: = 100 1 − %Where equivalent Outage Time= Product of the actual Time andthe fraction of the system capacity lost due to the outage.
 Transient Reliability: =Recordable Faults: Faults which cause the one or more AC Busphase voltage  drop below 90% of the rated Voltage.



Disadvantages of HVDC:

 Expensive convertors.
 Huge Reactive power requirement.
 Generation of harmonics.
 Difficulty of circuit breaking.
 Difficulty of voltage transformation.
 Difficulty of high power generation.
 Point to Point Transmission.
 Limited Over load capacity of converters.

 EXPENSIVE CONVERTORS:
 Expensive Convertor Stations are required at each end of a DC transmission link,whereas only transformer stations are required in an AC link.

 REACTIVE POWER REQUIREMENT:
 DC line does not require any amount of reactive power as there is no Inductanceeffect .
 Convertors require huge amount of reactive power, both in rectification as well as ininversion for their energy conversion.
 At each convertor the reactive power consumed may be as much at 50% of theactive power rating of the DC link.
 The reactive  power requirement is partly supplied by the filter capacitance, andpartly by Synchronous or Static Condensers that need to be installed for thepurpose.



 GENERATION OF HARMONICS:
 Convertors generate a lot of harmonics both on the DC  side and on the AC side.
 Filters are used on the AC side to reduce the amount of harmonics transferred to theAC system.
 On the DC system, smoothing reactors are used. These components add to the costof the convertor.

 DIFFICULTY OF CIRCUIT BREAKING:
 Due to the absence of a natural current zero with DC, circuit breaking is difficult.
 This is not a major problem in single HVDC link systems, as circuit breaking can beaccomplished by a very rapid absorbing of the energy back into the AC system. (Theblocking action of thyristors is faster than the operation of mechanical circuitbreakers).
 However the lack of HVDC circuit breakers hampers multi-terminal operation.

 DIFFICULTY OF VOLTAGE TRANSFORMATION:
 Power is generally used at low voltage, but for reasons of efficiency must betransmitted at high voltage.
 The absence of the equivalent of DC transformers makes it necessary for voltagetransformation to carried out on  the AC side of the system and prevents a purelyDC system being used.

 DIFFICULTY OF HIGH POWER GENERATION:
 Due to the problems of commutation with DC machines, voltage, speed and size arelimited.
 Thus comparatively lower power can be generated with DC

 ABSENCE OF OVERLOAD CAPACITY:
 Convertors have very little overload capacity unlike transformers and this overloadcapacity depends on the rating of the Thyristors individually and also the valves.

ECONOMIC COMPARISON:



% COST FOR HVDC COMMISIONING:

TYPES OF HVDC SYSTEMS:

 MONOPOLAR LINK
 BIPOLAR LINK
 HOMOPOLAR LINK
 MTDC LINK

 MONOPOLAR LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSIONS:
 Here one Conductor is used only negative(-ve) and the return path is throughground/Sea return.
 If the Fault occurs on this line the power transferred is Zero.
 For reducing  corona loss negative is preferred
 If possible instead of ground return  metallic return can also be used even if the costincreases.



 BIPOLAR LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSION:
 A bipolar is a combination of two polesin such a way that a common low voltagereturn path, if available, will only carry a smallunbalance current during normal operation.
 This configuration is used if the requiredtransmission capacity exceeds that of a singlepole. It is also used if requirement to higherenergy availability or lower load rejectionpower makes it necessary to split the capacityon two poles.

 During maintenance or outages of one pole, it is still possible to transmit part of thepower. More than 50 % of the transmission capacity can be utilized, limited by theactual overload capacity of the remaining pole.
 The advantages of a bipolar solution over a solution with two monopoles arereduced cost due to one common or no return path and lower losses. The maindisadvantage is that unavailability of the return path with adjacent components willaffect both poles.

 HOMOPOLAR DISTANCE TRANSMISSION:
 In this type the conductors are two which are negative and operate with heground return
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SYPNOSIS:The main areas of the Applications based on Economic & Technical Performances:-
 Long Distance Transmission.

 Underground & submarine Cables.

 Asynchronous Connection of two power systems with different frequencies.

 Control & Stabilize the power system with power flow control

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES HVDC APPLICATIONS

 BULK POWER TRANSMISSION: Transmit Bulk  power from one point to anotherpoint over long Distances.
 BACK TO BACK HVDC SYSTEM: Here rectification and inversion takes place at thesame station with very small DC line or No DC line. This is basically used for controlpower and stabilize the system and also used for connecting 2 power stations atdifferent frequencies.
 MODULATION OF EXISTING AC/DC SYSTEM: Parallel  connection of AC/DC linkswhere both AC/DC lines run parallel. It is mainly used to modulate power of AC line



COMPONENTS OF HVDC:

 CONVERTERS.
 CONVERTER TRANSFORMERS.
 SMOOTHING REACTORS
 HARMONIC FILTERS
 OVER HEAD LINES
 REACTIVE POWER SOURCES
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 EARTH ELECTRODES
 LOCATION OF EARTH ELECTRODE
 CHOICE OF VOLTAGE

 CONVERTERS:
 Heart of the HVDC System.
 Each HVDC System has 2 converters one at each end.
 Convertor at sending end act as Rectifier
 Convertor at Receiving end act as Inverter.
 For achieving higher voltages and currents thyristors are connected in  parallel andseries

o Higher Voltages – Thyristors in Series.
o Higher Currents – Thyristors in Parallel.

 Valve: Thyristors in series and parallel.
 Bridge Converters are Generally used
 Current rating of the converters can be increased.Thyristors in ParallelValves in ParallelBridges in Parallelor Some Combinations of above.
 Voltage rating of the converters can be increased.Thyristors in SeriesValves in SeriesBridges in Seriesor Some Combinations of above



 REQUIREMENT OF THE VALVE:
 To allow the current flow in one direction (Conduction State)  and should not allowthe current in other direction (Non Conduction State) i.e the less resistance in onedirection and infinite resistance in other direction
 For an ideal switch       forward Direction R = 0.

 Reverse Direction R = ∞.
 To withstand high P.I.V ( Peak Inverse Voltage) during the Non-Conduction State.
 To allow a reasonably Short Commutation Margin Angle during the inverteroperation.
 Smooth Control of conduction to Non-Conduction Phases

 OPERATION MODES:
 Depending on the DC Storage Devices

o Inductor – CSC  (Current Source Converter)
o Capacitor – VSC  (Voltage Source Converter)

 HVDC - CSC
 FACTS – VSC  ( SVC, STATCOM, Filters)

S.No Current Source Converters Voltage Source Converters

1. Inductor on DC side Capacitor on DC side
2. Constant Current Constant Voltage
3. High loss Less  loss
4. Fast accurate method Slow control (Capacitor – sluggish)
5. Larger & more Expensive (Reactor large) Small & less Expensive
6. More Fault tolerant and more reliable Less Fault tolerant and Less reliable
7. Simple cost expensive cost
8. Not expandable in series Easily Expandable



CONVERTER VALVE ASSEMBLY

 CONVERTER TRANSFORMERS (OLTC):
 The converter transformers transform the voltage of the AC bus bar to the requiredentry voltage of the converter.
 The 12-pulse converter requires two 3-phase systems which are spaced apart fromeach other by 30 or 150 electrical degrees. This is achieved by installing  atransformer on each network side in the vector groups star – star and star-delta.
 The transformer is an interface between AC side and DC side the main insulation,The converter transformers are equipped with on-load  tap-changers in order totherefore, is stressed by both the AC voltage and the direct voltage potentialbetween   valve-side winding and ground provide the correct valve voltage
 Generally a bridge converter is of 6-Pulse in nature so the transformer can be 3Фor three 1Ф transformers.
 But for HVDC a 12 pulse converter is needed so two 6 pulse are connected in series

 Six 1Ф 2 winding Transformer.
 Three 1Ф 3 winding Transformer.
 Two 3Ф Transformer.

 It is not possible to use the winding close to the yoke as the potential of windingconnection is determined by conducting Valve.
 When some valves are operating they produce harmonics. So these harmonics passthrough the transformer so the winding have to be insulated properly.
 When the valves are in non conduction states they experience PIV and this voltagereplicated at the converter transformer so to protect the transformer from this higervoltages they should be properly insulated.
 As the DC currents flow in the windings of the transformer there is problem ofsaturation
 As the leakage flux of a converter transformer contain high harmonics it produceseddy currents, hysteresis loss and hot  spots in the transformer tanks.
 Since under  fault the fault current flows through the transformer impedance , so tolimit this high current the impedance of the transformer should be high
 Transformer is of the OLTC ( On Load Tap Change)



 SMOOTHING REACTOR:
 Prevention of intermittent current.
 Limitation of the DC fault currents.
 Prevention of resonance in the DC circuit.
 Reducing harmonic currents includinglimitation of telephone interference

 PREVENTION OF INTERMITTENT CURRENT:
 The intermittent current due to the currentripple  can cause high over-voltages in thetransformer and  the smoothing reactor.
 The smoothing reactor is used to prevent thecurrent interruption at minimum load.

 LIMITATION OF THE DC FAULT CURRENT:
 The smoothing reactor can reduce the faultcurrent  and its rate of rise for commutationfailures and DC line faults.
 This is of primary importance if a long DC cable is used for the transmission. For anoverhead line transmission, the current stress in valves is lower than the stresswhich will occur during valve short circuit

 PREVENTION OF RESONANCE IN THE DC CIRCUIT:
 The smoothing reactor is selected to avoid resonance in the DC circuit at low orderharmonic frequencies like 100 or 150 Hz.
 This is important to avoid the amplification effect for harmonics originating fromthe AC system, like negative sequence and transformer saturation.

 SMOOTHING REACTOR:
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 Reducing harmonic currents includinglimitation of telephone interference
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 REDUCING HARMONIC CURRENTS INCLUDING LIMITATION
OF TELEPHONE INTERFERENCE:
 Limitation of interference coming from the DC over-head line is an essentialfunction of the DC filter circuits.
 However, the smoothing reactor also plays an important role to reduceharmonic currents acting as a series impedance.

 HARMONIC FILTERS:
 If the switch is operated there is a harmonic in thesystem.
 Generally there are characteristic harmonics and noncharacteristics harmonics present in the systemCharacteristic harmonicsAC= np±1: DC=npNon-Characteristic harmonicsDC= np±1: AC=np Where n= integerP=Pulse Number
 Filters provide low impedance path to the ground forone or two particular frequencies
 They are connected to the converter terminals sothat harmonics should not enter AC system and alsoprovide necessary reactive power support for theconverter operation.
 The harmonics which are at greater magnitude areonly considered for the filter placements.
 Filters are used at the bus bar also.
 filters are required for both at AC side also on the DC side.

 REACTIVE POWER SOURCES:
 Generally consumers does not consume reactive power but to the phasedisplacement of current drawn by the converters  and voltage in the AC system .
 Reactive power requirement at the converter stations is 50% to 60% of the Realpower transferred, which is supplied by the filters , capacitors & synchronouscondensers.
 If the generating station is near to the HVDC  generators can also provide necessaryreactive power support.
 Synchronous condensers not only provide reactive power   support but also provideAC voltage for Natural Commutation of  inverter .
 These reactive power sources not only should operate in normal condition but alsoshould operate in abnormal conditions as well



 EARTH ELECTRODE:
 Under  Emergency condition ground Return Path is used.
 Earth Resistivity is generally high in the order of 4000 Ω-m.
 Earth electrode cannot be kept directly on the earth surface.
 Electrodes are to be buried deep in the ground where the resistivity is (3-10Ω-m) toreduce transient over voltages  during line faults and also gives low DC electricpotential and potential gradient at the surface of the earth

 CHOICE OF VOLTAGES:
 For example 1000MW, bipolar

 PDC = VDC x IDC Monopole
 PDC= 2 VDC x IDC Bipole

 Conductor sizes depending on the voltages Dog, panther, moose, zebra etc are used.
 Generally for DC the right of way is less when compared to AC

 MODERN TRENDS IN HVDC TECHNOLOGY:
 Power Semiconductors & Valves.
 Converter Control.
 Dc Breakers.
 Conversion of Existing AC Lines.
 Operation with weak AC system.
 Active Dc Filters.
 Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC).
 UHVDC Transmission
 POWER SEMICONDUCTORS & VALVES:

 current Rating (overload Capacity )
 Direct Light Triggered Thyristors (LTT).
 Power rating of the devices.   By better cooling
 Each Thyristor 8KV, 40mW gate power.
 Gate Turn Off thyristor (GTO) - 6KV & 4KA
 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) – ±150KV  and 350MVA switching



 CONVERTER CONTROL:
 Microprocessor Based control.
 Experts in fault detection and Rectification
 Transducers for measuring Voltages and Currents for protection and control.

 DC BREAKERS:
 High Current Breaking.
 Development of MTDC.

 CONVERSION OF EXISTING AC LINES:
 ROW (Right of Way).
 Electromagnetic Interference

 OPERATION WITH WEAK AC SYSTEM:
 Short Circuit Ratio =SCR <3- weak AC SystemSCR =3- Moderate AC SystemSCR >3- Strong AC SystemMore Reactive power is needed to transmit power  or else load rejection is done

 ACTIVE DC FILTERS:
 VSC + Passive Filter
 Characteristic and Non characteristic Harmonics

 CAPACITOR COMMUTATED CONVERTERS (CCC):
 Capacitors in series with Valve Side Windings of the Converter Transformer
 Forced Commutation.
 Reactive Power Support

 UHVDC  TRANSMISSION:
 ± 800KV         HVDC- ± 500KV
 Power Transmitted 3000MW / 1500Km



HVDC BIPOLAR/ASYNCHRONOUS LINKS IN INDIA

RIHAND-DELHI               2*750 MWCHANDRAPUR-PADGE 2* 750 MW VINDYACHAL (N-W) – 2*250 MWTALCHER-KOLAR           2*1000 MW CHANDRAPUR (W-S)– 2*500 MWSILERU-BARASORE       100 MW VIZAG (E-S) - 2*500 MW
HVDC IN INDIA BIPOLAR

HVDC LINK CONNECTING
REGION

CAPACITY
(MW)

LINE LENGTH
(Km)Rihand – Dadri North-North 1500 815Chandrapur - Padghe West - West 1500 752Talcher – Kolar East – South 2500 1367



HVDC IN INDIA BACK TO BACK

HVDC LINK CONNECTING REGION CAPACITY (MW)Vindyachal North – West 2 x 250Chandrapur West – South 2 x 500Vizag – I East – South 500Sasaram East – North 500Vizag – II East – South 500
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INTRODUCTION TO FACTS CONCEPTS

 TRANSMISSION INTERCONNECTIONS:
 The world's electric power supply systems are widely interconnected, involvingconnections inside utilities' own territories which extend to inter-utilityinterconnections and then to inter-regional and international connections.
 This is done for economic reasons, to reduce the cost of electricity and to improvereliability of power supply.

 NEED OF TRANSMISSION INTERCONNECTIONS:
 Transmission network is to pool power plants and load centers in order to minimizethe total power generation capacity and fuel cost.
 Adversity of loads, availability of sources, and fuel price in order to supplyelectricity to the loads at minimum cost with a required reliability.
 If a power delivery system was made up of radial lines from individual localgenerators without being part of a grid system, many more generation resourceswould be needed to serve the load with the same reliability, and the cost ofelectricity would be much higher.

 FLOW OF POWER IN AN AC SYSTEM:
 In AC power systems, given the insignificant electrical storage, the electricalgeneration and load must balance at all times.
 To some extent, the electrical system is self-regulating. If generation is less thanload, the voltage and frequency drop, and thereby the load, goes down to equal thegeneration minus the transmission losses.
 If voltage is propped up with reactive power support, then the load will go up, andconsequently frequency will keep dropping, and the system will collapse.Alternately, if there is inadequate reactive power, the system can  have voltagecollapse.

POWER FLOW IN PARALLEL PATHS

Consider a very simple case of power flow , through two parallel paths (possibly corridorsof several lines) from a surplus generation area, shown as an equivalent generator on theleft, to a deficit generation area on the right. Without any control, power flow is based onthe inverse of the various transmission line impedances



With HVDC, power flows as ordered by the operator, because with HVDC power electronicsconverters power is electronically controlled. Also, because power is electronicallycontrolled, the HVDC line can be used to its full thermal capacity if adequate convertercapacity is provided. Furthermore, an HVDC line, because of its high-speed control, can alsohelp the parallel ac transmission line to maintain stability.FACTS Controller can control the power flow as required. Maximum power flow can in factbe limited to its rated limit under contingency conditions when this line is expected tocarry more power due to the loss of a parallel line.

POWER FLOW IN A MESHED SYSTEM



Suppose the lines AB, BC, and AC have continuous ratings of 1000 MW, 1250 MW,and 2000MW, respectively, and have emergency ratings of twice those numbers for asufficient length of time to allow rescheduling of power in case of loss of one of these lines.If one of the generators is generating 2000 MW and the other 1000 MW, a total of 3000MWwould be delivered to the load center.For the impedances shown, the three lines would carry 600, 1600, and 1400 MW,respectively, as shown in Figure (a). Such a situation would overload line Be (loaded at1600 MW for its continuous rating of 1250 MW), and therefore generation would have tobe decreased at B, and increased at A, in order to meet the load without overloading lineBC. Power, in short, flows in accordance with transmission line series impedances (whichare 90% inductive) that bear no direct relationship to transmission ownership, contracts,thermal limits, or transmission losses.If, however, a capacitor whose reactance is -5 ohms at the synchronous frequency isinserted in one line Figure (b), it reduces the line's impedance from 10 0hm to 5 0hm, sothat power flow through the lines AB, BC, and AC will be 250, 1250, and 1750 MW,respectively. It is clear that if the series capacitor is adjustable, then other power-flowlevels may be realized in accordance with the ownership, contract, thermal limitations,transmission losses, and a wide range of load and generation schedules.Although this capacitor could be modular and mechanically switched, the numberof operations would be severely limited by wear on the mechanical components becausethe line loads vary continuously with load conditions, generation schedules, and lineoutages. Other complications may arise if the series capacitor is mechanically controlled. Aseries capacitor in a line may lead to sub-synchronous resonance (typically at 10-50 Hz fora 60 Hz system). This resonance occurs when one of the mechanical resonance frequenciesof the shaft of a multiple-turbine generator unit coincides with 60 HzSimilar results may be obtained by increasing the impedance of one of the lines inthe same meshed configuration by inserting a 7 ohm reactor (inductor) in series with lineAB [Figure (c)]. Again, a series inductor that is partly mechanically and partly thyristor-controlled, it could serve to adjust the steady-state power flows as well as damp unwantedoscillations
 LOADING CAPABILITY:

 THERMAL CAPABILITY
 DIELECTRIC CAPABILITY
 STABILITY CAPABILITY

 TRANSIENT STABILITY
 DYNAMIC STABILITY
 STEADY-STATE STABILITY

 FREQUENCY COLLAPSE
 VOLTAGE COLLAPSE
 SUB-SYNCHRONOUS RESONANCE



 THERMAL CAPABILITY :
 Thermal capability of an overhead line is a function of the ambient temperature,wind conditions, condition of the conductor, and ground clearance.
 It varies perhaps by a factor of 2 to 1 due to the variable environment and theloading history. The nominal rating of a line is generally decided on aconservative basis, envisioning a statistically worst ambient environment casescenario

 DIELECTRIC CAPABILITY:
 From an insulation point of view, many lines are designed very conservatively.For a given nominal voltage rating, it is often possible to increase normal,operation by +10% voltage (i.e., 500 kV-550 kV) or even higher. Care is thenneeded to ensure that dynamic and transient overvoltages are within limits. OnEHV overhead lines switching surges rather than lightining create more serioustransient over voltages
 Switching surges in DC are lower than 1.7 times normal voltage.

 STABILITY:The ability of system to regain its original state when it is subjected to anydisturbances
 TRANSIENT STABILITY: The ability of system to regain its original statewhen it is subjected to small and large disturbances
 DYNAMIC STABILITY: The ability of system to regain its original state whenit is subjected to small and large disturbances with controller action
 STEADY-STATE STABILITY: The ability of system to regain its original statewhen it is subjected to small and gradual disturbances

 FREQUENCY COLLAPSE: If the frequency of the system falls below a preset valuethen it is Frequency collapse. It can be eliminated by load shedding
 VOLTAGE COLLAPSE: If the voltage of the system falls below a preset value then itis voltage collapse. It can be eliminated by injecting excess amount of reactive powerin to the system
 GRID COLLAPSE: Both voltage and frequency collapse together account for gridcollapse
 SUB-SYNCHRONOUS RESONANCE: If the mechanical frequency of the turbine andthe electrical frequency of the system are equal then this resonance occurs andthese frequencies occur below the synchronous speeds if this  Resonance occur theconsequence is severe which is torsion stress occurs on the shaft which results inshaft breakage.



 REACTIVE POWER AND VOLTAGE REGULATIONOn Long EHV AC lines and on shorter AC cables the production and consumption ofreactive power by the line itself constitutes a serious problemConsider a line with series inductance L and shunt capacitance C per unit length andoperating at a given voltage V and carrying a current I the line produces areactive power given by QC = ωCV2 and consumed reactive power QL = ωLI2. The netreactive power in both should be equal QC = QLωCV2 = ωLI2.
=

In this case the load impedance has a value ZS known as the Surge Impedance loading ofthe line. This SIL of the Over head line with single conductor is about 400Ωand withbundled conductors about 300Ω that of the cable 15 to 25ΩThe power carried by the line is = = which also called Natural Loading. It isindependent of distance and depends on voltage



 POWER FLOW AND DYNAMIC STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS OF A TRANSMISSION
INTERCONNECTION:E1 and E2 are the magnitudes of the bus voltages with an angle δ between the two. Theline is assumed to have inductive impedance X, and the line resistance andcapacitance are ignored. As shown in the phasor diagram the driving voltage drop inthe line is the phasor difference EL between the two line voltage phasors, E1 and E2•The line current magnitude is given by: I = EL/X, and lags EL by 90

 Active component of the current flow at E1 is: IP1 = (E2 sin δ)/X
 Reactive component of the current flow at E1 is: lql = (E1 - E2 cos δ)/X
 Thus, active power at the E1 end: P1 = E1(E2/X)sinδ
 Reactive power at the E1 end: =  E1 (E1 - E2 cos δ)/X
 Active component of the current flow at E1 is: IP2 = (E1 sin δ)/X
 Reactive component of the current flow at E1 is: lq2 = (E2 – E1 cos δ)/X
 Thus, active power at the E1 end: P2 = E2(E1/X)sinδ
 Reactive power at the E2 end: =  E2 (E2 – E1 cos δ)/X
 Naturally Powers are equal



 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CONTROLLABLE PARAMETERS:

 Control of the line impedance X , When the angle is not large, which is often the case,control of X or the angle  substantially provides the control of active power.
 Control of angle which in turn controls the driving voltage, provides a powerfulmeans of controlling the current flow and hence active power flow when the angle isnot large.
 Injecting a voltage in series with the line, and perpendicular to the current flow, canincrease or decrease the magnitude of current flow. Since the current flow lags thedriving voltage by 90 degrees, this means injection of reactive power in series, canprovide a powerful means of controlling the line current, and hence the activepower when the angle is not large.
 Injecting voltage in series with the line and with any phase angle with respect to thedriving voltage can control the magnitude and the phase of the line current. Thismeans that injecting a voltage phasor with variable phase angle can provide apowerful means of precisely controlling the active and reactive power flow. Thisrequires injection of both active and reactive power in series.
 Combination of the line impedance control with a series Controller and voltageregulation with a shunt  Controller can also provide a cost-effective means to controlboth the Active and Reactive Power Flow between the two systems.

 FLEXIBILITY OF ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION:
 The ability to accommodate changes in the electric transmission system oroperating conditions while maintaining sufficient steady state and transientmargins.

 FLEXIBLE AC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM (FACTS)
 Alternating Current transmission systems incorporating Power Electronic-basedand other Static Controllers to enhance controllability and increase Power TransferCapability.

 FACTS CONTROLLERS:
 A power electronic-based system and other static equipment that provide control ofone or more A C transmission system parameters

BASIC TYPES OF FACTS CONTROLLERS:

 SERIES CONTROLLERS
 SHUNT CONTROLLERS
 COMBINED SERIES-SERIES CONTROLLERS
 COMBINED SERIES-SHUNT CONTROLLERS



 SERIES CONTROLLERS:
 The series Controller could be a variable impedance, such as capacitor, reactor, etc.,or a power electronics based variable source of main frequency, sub-synchronousand harmonic frequencies (or a combination) to serve the desired need.
 In principle, all series Controllers inject voltage in series with the line. Even avariable impedance multiplied by the current flow through it, represents an injectedseries voltage in the line.
 As long as the voltage is in phase quadrature with the line current, the seriesController only supplies or consumes variable reactive power. Any other phaserelationship will involve handling of real power as well.

 SHUNT CONTROLLERS:
 As in the case of series Controllers, the shunt Controllers may be variableimpedance, variable source, or a combination of these.
 In principle, all shunt Controllers inject current into the system at the point ofconnection.
 Even a variable shunt impedance connected to the line voltage causes a variablecurrent flow and hence represents injection of current into the line.
 As long as the injected current is in phase quadrature with the line voltage, theshunt Controller only supplies or consumes variable reactive power.
 Any other phase relationship will involve handling of real power as well.

 COMBINED SERIES-SERIES CONTROLLERS:
 This could be a combination of separate series controllers, which are controlled in acoordinated manner, in a multiline transmission system. Or it could be a unifiedController, in which series Controllers provide independent series reactivecompensation for each line but also transfer real power among the lines via thepower link.
 The real power transfer capability of the unified series-series Controller, referred toas Interline Power Flow Controller, makes it possible to balance both the real andreactive power flow in the lines and thereby maximize the utilization of thetransmission system. Note that the term "Unified" here means that the DC terminalsof all Controller converters are all connected together for real power transfer

 COMBINED SERIES-SHUNT CONTROLLERS:
 This could be a combination of separate shunt and series Controllers, which arecontrolled in a coordinated manner or a Unified Power Flow Controller with seriesand shunt elements.
 In principle, combined shunt and series Controllers inject current into the systemwith the shunt part of the Controller and voltage in series in the line with the seriespart of the Controller. However, when the shunt and series Controllers are unified,there can be a real power exchange between the series and shunt Controllers via thepower link



 SERIES CONNECTED CONTROLLERS:
 Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
 Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC)
 Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC)
 Thyristor-Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC)
 Thyristor-Controlled Series Reactor (TCSR)
 Thyristor-Switched Series Reactor (TSSR)

 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES COMPENSATOR (SSSC):
 A static synchronous generator operated without an external electric energy sourceas a series compensator whose output voltage is in quadrature with, andcontrollable independently of, the line current for the purpose of increasing ordecreasing the overall reactive voltage drop across the line and thereby controllingthe transmitted electric power.

 INTERLINE POWER FLOW CONTROLLER (IPFC):
 It is a combination of two or more Static Synchronous Series Compensators whichare coupled via a Common DC link to facilitate bi-directional flow of real powerbetween the AC terminals of the SSSC’s, and are controlled to provide independentreactive compensation for the adjustment of real power flow in each line andmaintain the desired distribution of reactive power flow among the lines.
 The IPFC structure may also include a STATCOM, coupled to the IFFC's common DClink, to provide shunt reactive compensation and supply or absorb the overall realpower deficit of the combined SSSC’s.

 THYRISTOR CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR (TCSC):
 A capacitive reactance compensator which consists of a series capacitor bankshunted by a thyristor- controlled reactor in order to provide a smoothly variableseries capacitive reactance.



 THYRISTOR-SWITCHED SERIES CAPACITOR (TSSC):
 A capacitive reactance compensator which consists of a series capacitor bankshunted by a thyristor-switched reactor to provide a stepwise control of seriescapacitive reactance.

 THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES REACTOR (TCSR):
 An inductive reactance compensator which consists of a series reactor shunted bya thyristor controlled reactor in order to provide a smoothly variable seriesinductive reactance.

 THYRISTOR-SWITCHED SERIES REACTOR (TSSR):
 An inductive reactance compensator which consists of a series reactor shuntedby a thyristor-controlled switched reactor in order to provide a stepwise controlof series inductive reactance.

 SHUNT CONNECTED CONTROLLERS:
 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS COMPENSATOR (STATCOM)
 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR (SSG)
 BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM (BESS)
 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE (SMES)
 STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR (SVC)
 THYRISTOR CONTROLLED REACTOR (TCR)
 THYRISTOR SWITCHED REACTOR(TSR)
 THYRISTOR SWITCHED CAPACITOR (TSC)
 STATIC VAR GENERATOR OR ABSORBER (SVG)
 STATIC VAR SYSTEM (SVS)
 THYRISTOR CONTROLLED BRAKING RESISTOR (TCBR)



 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS COMPENSATOR (STATCOM)
 A Static synchronous generator operated as a shunt-connected static VARcompensator whose capacitive or inductive output current can be controlledindependent of the ac system voltage.

 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR (SSG):

 A static self- commutated switching power converter supplied from an appropriateelectric energy source and operated to produce a set of adjustable multiphaseoutput voltages, which may be coupled to an ac power system for the purpose ofexchanging independently controllable real and reactive power.
 BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM (BESS):

 A chemical-based energy storage system using shunt connected, voltage-sourceconverters capable of rapidly adjusting the amount of energy which is supplied to orabsorbed from an ac system.

 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY  STORAGE (SMES):

 A Superconducting electromagnetic energy storage device containing electronicconverters that rapidly injects and/or absorbs real and/or reactive power ordynamically controls power flow in an ac system.
 Static VAR Compensator (SVC):

 A shunt-connected static VAR generator or absorber whose output is adjusted toexchange capacitive or inductive current so as to maintain or control specificparameters of the electrical power system (typically bus voltage).



 THYRISTOR CONTROLLED REACTOR (TCR):

 A shunt-connected, thyristor-controlled inductor whose effective reactance is variedin a continuous manner by partial-conduction control of the thyristor valve.
 THYRISTOR SWITCHED REACTOR(TSR):

 A shunt- connected, thyristor-switched inductor whose effective reactance is variedin a stepwise manner by full- or zero-conduction operation of the thyristor valve.
 THYRISTOR SWITCHED CAPACITOR (TSC):

 A shunt-connected, thyristor-switched capacitor whose effective reactance is variedin a stepwise manner by full- or zero-conduction operation of the thyristor valve.
 STATIC VAR GENERATOR OR ABSORBER (SVG):

 A static electrical device, equipment, or system that is capable of drawing controlledcapacitive and/or inductive   current from an electrical power system and therebygenerating or absorbing reactive power.
 Generally considered to consist of shunt-connected, thyristor-controlled reactor(s)and/or thyristor-switched capacitors.

 STATIC VAR SYSTEM (SVS):

 A combination of different static and mechanically-switched VAR compensatorswhose outputs are coordinated.
 Thyristor Controlled Braking Resistor (TCBR):

 A shunt-connected thyristor-switched resistor, which is controlled to aidstabilization of a power system or to minimize power acceleration of a generatingunit during a disturbance.
 COMBINED SHUNT AND SERIES CONNECTED CONTROLLERS:

 UNIFIED POWER FLOW CONTROLLER (UPFC)
 THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED PHASE SHIFTING TRANSFORMER (TCPST)
 INTERPHASE POWER CONTROLLER (IPC)

 UNIFIED POWER FLOW CONTROLLER (UPFC):
 A combination of static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and a static seriescompensator (SSSC) which are coupled via a common de link, to allow bidirectionalflow of real power between the series output terminals of the SSSC and the shuntoutput terminals of the STATCOM, and are controlled to provide concurrent real andreactive series line compensation without an external electric energy source.



 THYRISTOR- CONTROLLED PHASE SHIFTING TRANSFORMER (TCPST):

 A phase-shifting transformer adjusted by thyristor switches to provide a rapidlyvariable phase angle.
 INTERPHASE POWER CONTROLLER (IPC):

 A series-connected controller of active and reactive power consisting, in each phase,of inductive and capacitive branches subjected to separately phase-shifted voltages.The active and reactive power can be set independently by adjusting the phaseshifts and/or the branch impedances, using mechanical or electronic switches



UNIT-II
ANALYSIS OF RECTIFIER CIRCUITS

 ASSUMPTIONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS:
 AC Source has no impedance and delivers constant Voltage of Sinusoidalwaveform at constant Frequency.
 If polyphase it delivers Balance Voltages.
 Transformers have no leakage Impedances or Exciting Admittances
 DC load has infinite inductance (DC current is constant and ripple free).
 Valve is ideal (zero resistance during Conduction and infinite resistance inNon Conduction state)

DEFINITIONS:

 VALVE RATING: It is Volt ampere rating of a valve which is the product of AverageCurrent to Peak Inverse Voltage
 PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE(PIV): It is the peak voltage that occurs across the valveduring Non Conduction state
 TRANSFORMER VA RATING: It is the product of RMS voltage and RMS currents ofeither primary or secondary windings.
 PULSE NUMBER (p): It is number of pulsations of output DC voltage per one cycleof AC voltage input

p= q*s*r

 COMMUTATION GROUP(q): A group of Valves in which one valve conducts at atime (Neglecting Overlap)Where s = No of series Valvesr = No of Parallel valves
CONVERTER CIRCUITS

 HALF WAVE RECTIFIER:
 It is the simplest rectifier
 Current is inherently intermittent hence DC currentcannot be constant.
 DC Voltage and current fluctuate at same frequency asthat of AC voltage and currents.
 It is used for Small Power Applications



Average DC Voltage:

V = 12π V sinωt d(ωt)
V = {∫ V sinωt d(ωt) + ∫ V sinωt d(ωt)}V = ∫ V sinωt d(ωt) = [−cosωt] = ( −cosπ + cos0)

= ( + ) =
 PIV = Vm

 Pulse number= 1
 Average Current = Id

 Valve Rating =  Vm Id

 One Valve



 FULL WAVE MIDPOINT RECTIFIER:
 It has two valves and one transformer with centered tapped secondary (T:1:1).
 The secondary has a phase difference of 1800
 TUF is low (50%)



Average DC Voltage:V = ∫ V sinωt d(ωt) = [−cosωt]V = (− cos 2π + cos 0) = ( + )=

 PIV = 2Vm

 Pulse Number=2
 Average Current = Id/2
 Valve Rating =  Vm Id

 Two valves

 FULL WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIER:
 It has four valves and one transformer with tap ratio T:1.
 TUF = 100%



Average DC Voltage:V = ∫ V sinωt d(ωt) = [−cosωt]V = (− cos 2π + cos 0) = ( + )=

 PIV = Vm

 Pulse Number=2
 Average Current = Id/2
 Valve Rating =  0.5 Vm Id

 Four Valves
 PIV is halved
 It is used for High Power Applications

THREE PHASE ONE WAY RECTIFIER:



Average DC Voltage:V = / ∫ V cosωt d(ωt)// = / [sinωt] //
V = / ( − sin(− ))

= √



 PIV = √ Vm

 Pulse Number=3
 Six Valves
 It is used for High Power Applications

GENERALIZATION: p= q x s x r = 3 x 1 x 1= 3

Dc output voltage:

V = 12π/q V cosωt d(ωt)/
/V = sin(π/q)If s series valves thenV = sin(π/q)

= ( / )
 TOPOLOGIES OF SIX PULSE CONVERTERS:

 CASCADE OF TWO THREE PHASE RECTIFIERS
 PARALLEL CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER
 SIX PHASE DIAMETRICAL CONNECTION
 CASCADE OF THREE SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE RECTIFIERS
 THREE PHASE TWO WAY RECTIFIER

 CASCADE OF TWO THREE PHASE RECTIFIERS:
 Two three phase groups of valvesare in series on the DC side.
 Both groups have commoncathode.
 Both transformers are connectedin star star in 1800.
 TUF is poor
 Secondary has more VA rating



 PARALLEL CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER:
 Instead of two valve groups in seriesnow they are connected in parallel.
 They cannot be connected  directly inparallel as the pulse ripple is staggeredwrt ripple of the other
 One DC pole is connected directly to likepole and other to other pole through aAutotransformer. This Autotransformeris also called Interface transformer.
 Here instantaneous voltages of thecentre tap is equal to instantaneous voltages of the two ends of the winding.
 More secondary ampere turns
 This topology is not used for HVDC applications

 SIX PHASE DIAMETRICAL CONNECTION:
 Instead of interphase transformer all thesecondary Y points are solidly connectedform a six phase.
 It is made of one centre tapped windingper core instead of two separate windingcores.
 Each valve conducts for 1/6th of the cycleinstead of 1/3rd as in the three phaseconnection.
 TUF is poorer

 CASCADE OF THREE SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE
RECTIFIERS:

 It appears like it gives more DC output voltagewrt PIV but not.
 TUF is poor

 PARALLEL CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER:
 Instead of two valve groups in seriesnow they are connected in parallel.
 They cannot be connected  directly inparallel as the pulse ripple is staggeredwrt ripple of the other
 One DC pole is connected directly to likepole and other to other pole through aAutotransformer. This Autotransformeris also called Interface transformer.
 Here instantaneous voltages of thecentre tap is equal to instantaneous voltages of the two ends of the winding.
 More secondary ampere turns
 This topology is not used for HVDC applications

 SIX PHASE DIAMETRICAL CONNECTION:
 Instead of interphase transformer all thesecondary Y points are solidly connectedform a six phase.
 It is made of one centre tapped windingper core instead of two separate windingcores.
 Each valve conducts for 1/6th of the cycleinstead of 1/3rd as in the three phaseconnection.
 TUF is poorer

 CASCADE OF THREE SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE
RECTIFIERS:

 It appears like it gives more DC output voltagewrt PIV but not.
 TUF is poor

 PARALLEL CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER:
 Instead of two valve groups in seriesnow they are connected in parallel.
 They cannot be connected  directly inparallel as the pulse ripple is staggeredwrt ripple of the other
 One DC pole is connected directly to likepole and other to other pole through aAutotransformer. This Autotransformeris also called Interface transformer.
 Here instantaneous voltages of thecentre tap is equal to instantaneous voltages of the two ends of the winding.
 More secondary ampere turns
 This topology is not used for HVDC applications

 SIX PHASE DIAMETRICAL CONNECTION:
 Instead of interphase transformer all thesecondary Y points are solidly connectedform a six phase.
 It is made of one centre tapped windingper core instead of two separate windingcores.
 Each valve conducts for 1/6th of the cycleinstead of 1/3rd as in the three phaseconnection.
 TUF is poorer

 CASCADE OF THREE SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE
RECTIFIERS:

 It appears like it gives more DC output voltagewrt PIV but not.
 TUF is poor



 THREE PHASE TWO WAY RECTIFIER:
 In the circuit (3 phase one way), ifthe three phases are reversed thecircuit operates as before but thedirections of the DC voltages andcurrents are reversed.
 In the bridge converter the sametransformer is feeding the two oneway rectifiers of oppositeconnections.
 The output voltage is doubled andthus power for the same current but the PIV is same. Thus this circuit is used forhigh voltage and high power applications.
 No DC current in the transformer windings.
 Pulse number is 6

 TWELVE PULSE CONVERTER:
 Here two six pulseconverters are connected inseries.
 One converter is connectedto phase star – starconnection and other in star–delta.
 Y-Y- 6 Pulse + Y-∆- 6 Pulse=12 Pulse.
 One converter gives 6 Pulseoutput and due to phasedisplacement of 300 gives another 6 pulse and total in series which is 12 Pulses

DESIRED FEATURES OF THE CONVERTER CIRCUIT:

 High Pulse Number (p).
 PIV/Vd0 should be as low as possible.
 Vd0/V should be as high as possible.
 TUF should be near to unity.

 THREE PHASE TWO WAY RECTIFIER:
 In the circuit (3 phase one way), ifthe three phases are reversed thecircuit operates as before but thedirections of the DC voltages andcurrents are reversed.
 In the bridge converter the sametransformer is feeding the two oneway rectifiers of oppositeconnections.
 The output voltage is doubled andthus power for the same current but the PIV is same. Thus this circuit is used forhigh voltage and high power applications.
 No DC current in the transformer windings.
 Pulse number is 6

 TWELVE PULSE CONVERTER:
 Here two six pulseconverters are connected inseries.
 One converter is connectedto phase star – starconnection and other in star–delta.
 Y-Y- 6 Pulse + Y-∆- 6 Pulse=12 Pulse.
 One converter gives 6 Pulseoutput and due to phasedisplacement of 300 gives another 6 pulse and total in series which is 12 Pulses

DESIRED FEATURES OF THE CONVERTER CIRCUIT:

 High Pulse Number (p).
 PIV/Vd0 should be as low as possible.
 Vd0/V should be as high as possible.
 TUF should be near to unity.

 THREE PHASE TWO WAY RECTIFIER:
 In the circuit (3 phase one way), ifthe three phases are reversed thecircuit operates as before but thedirections of the DC voltages andcurrents are reversed.
 In the bridge converter the sametransformer is feeding the two oneway rectifiers of oppositeconnections.
 The output voltage is doubled andthus power for the same current but the PIV is same. Thus this circuit is used forhigh voltage and high power applications.
 No DC current in the transformer windings.
 Pulse number is 6

 TWELVE PULSE CONVERTER:
 Here two six pulseconverters are connected inseries.
 One converter is connectedto phase star – starconnection and other in star–delta.
 Y-Y- 6 Pulse + Y-∆- 6 Pulse=12 Pulse.
 One converter gives 6 Pulseoutput and due to phasedisplacement of 300 gives another 6 pulse and total in series which is 12 Pulses

DESIRED FEATURES OF THE CONVERTER CIRCUIT:

 High Pulse Number (p).
 PIV/Vd0 should be as low as possible.
 Vd0/V should be as high as possible.
 TUF should be near to unity.



 High Pulse Number (p):
 The converter should have high pulse number if pulse number increases thelow order harmonics are eliminated.

 PIV/Vd0:
 This ratio should be as low as possible.
 Cost of the Valve becomes low is the PIV is less.
 The cost of the Valve depends on the valve rating which depends on PIV if PIVis less cost decreases.
 The output voltage of the converter should be as high as possible.

 Vd0/E:
 This ratio should be as high as possible.
 The output voltage of the converter should be as high as possible.
 The input of the converter should be low.
 We expect with less input output should be high.

 TRANSFORMER UTILIZATION FACTOR(TUF):
 This factor gives us the information how best the transformer material isutilized.
 TUF should be near to unity.

TUF = Transformer Rating/ DC power output

 If q is Even, then the PIV occurs when the valve with a phase displacement of 1800 isconducting and will be equal to PIV = Em.

 If q is odd PIV occurs when the valve with phase displacement of π +(π/q) isconducting and will be equal to
PIV = 2Em cos (π/2q)

 The ratio of  PIV/Vd0 is given by =
=

 The ratio of Vd0/E is given by = √
 The current rating of the transformer is given by

From DC current waveform



I = 12π I d(ωt)
I = I2π t ]

I = I3 = I = I√3
I = I√3 = I q=

 The transformer rating will be = √ =
 Transformer Utilization Factor is given by=

= =
we can say that TUF is a function of q

6 Pulse Converter
S:No q r S PIV/Vd0 Vd0/E TUF1 2 1 3 1.047 2.700 1.5712 2 3 1 3.142 0.900 1.5713 3 1 2 1.047 2.340 1.4814 3 2 1 2.094 1.169 1.4815 6 1 1 2.094 1.350 1.814

*From the above table we can pick up S:No: 1 and 3 but TUF is good for S:No: 3*The configuration which is best suited for q=3, r=1 and s=2 is nothing but Bridge Circuitand it also called “EUROPEAN GRAETZ CIRCUIT”The current rating of the transformer can be further increased by a factor of √2 whiledecreasing the no of the winding by a factor of 2
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EUROPEAN GRAETZ CIRCUIT:

I = 12π { I d(ωt) + 0 d(ωt) + I d(ωt)}
I = I2π { t ] + 0 + t ] }I = 2 I3=

CONDUCTION SEQUENCE:

 If no overlap at any given instant two devices will be conducting one from upper andone from lower
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Here for three phase voltages eba is taken asreference e = √3 E sinωte = E sin (ωt + )e = E sin (ωt + )e = E sin (ωt − )
e = e − e = √3E sin (ωt − 2π3 )e = e − e = √3E sin (ωt + 2π3 )
e = e − e = √3E sin (ωt + π3 )

ASSUMPTION:

 Power sources consisting of balance sinusoidal EMF of constant voltage andfrequency with equal lossless inductances.
 The DC current is constant.
 Valves have zero resistances when on an infinite resistance when off.
 Valves are fired with equal intervals of 600.
 A valve is fired when there is sufficient forward voltage across it and gate pulse isavailable

MODE-1:
Average  output Voltage with-out overlap : when 1 and 2 are fired at someinterval 3 is about to get fired when 3 is fired then one will be off and valve 2 and 3starts conducting the output voltage is Ebc

V = 1π/3 e d(ωt)
V = 1π/3 √3 E (ωt + π3 )d(ωt)

V = 3√3π E {−cos (ωt + π3)}
V = 3√3π E {−cos π3 + α + π3 + cos α + π3 }

V = 3√3π E {−cos 2π3 + α + cos α + π3 }
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V = 3√3π E {−2sin 2π3 + α + α + π32 sin − 2π3 + α − α + π32 }
V = 3√3π E {−2sin 2α + π2 sin − π32 }

V = 3√3π E {2 sin 2 + 6 }
V = 3√3π E { 2 cosα 12 }

= √
= ==

 For α  < 900 the converter acts as Rectifier V = +ve
 For α  > 900 the converter acts as Inverter V = - ve
 For α  = 900 V = 0

 Although delay angle α can vary from 0 to 1800 delay angle cannot be less than certainminimum limit (α min = 50) in order to ensure the firing of all series connectedThyristors.
 Similarly the upper limit of the delay angle is also restricted due to turnoff of the valve.
 The α value is not allowed to go beyond (1800 – γ)  where γ is the Extinction angle  it isalso called minimum margin angle which is typically 150.
 However in normal operation of the inverter it is not allowed to go below 150 the valueof the γ will be in between (150 - 200).

FUNDAMENTAL CURRENT:
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V = 3√3π E { 2 cosα 12 }

= √
= ==

 For α  < 900 the converter acts as Rectifier V = +ve
 For α  > 900 the converter acts as Inverter V = - ve
 For α  = 900 V = 0

 Although delay angle α can vary from 0 to 1800 delay angle cannot be less than certainminimum limit (α min = 50) in order to ensure the firing of all series connectedThyristors.
 Similarly the upper limit of the delay angle is also restricted due to turnoff of the valve.
 The α value is not allowed to go beyond (1800 – γ)  where γ is the Extinction angle  it isalso called minimum margin angle which is typically 150.
 However in normal operation of the inverter it is not allowed to go below 150 the valueof the γ will be in between (150 - 200).

FUNDAMENTAL CURRENT:



Fundamental Peak current:

I = 1π/2 I cosθ d(θ)
I = Iπ/2 sinθ ]

I = Iπ/2 sin [π3 − −π3 ]
I = Iπ/2 2sin (π3)

I = 2 I √3πI = I√2 = √2 I
Where I1 is the fundamental component of currentIh is harmonic current

I = IhTotal Current = Harmonic current + fundamental current
I = 12π { I d(θ) + 0 d(θ) + I d(θ)}

I = I2π { t ] + 0 + t ] }I = 2 I3=
POWER FACTOR: P = √3 E I cos∅

P = V I = 3√3π E cosα I
Where E = √2 E = √2 √



P = 3√2π E cos∅ INeglecting the lossesP = P
√ E I cosα = √ E cos∅ I= ∅

P = 3√2π E cos∅ INeglecting the lossesP = P
√ E I cosα = √ E cos∅ I= ∅

P = 3√2π E cos∅ INeglecting the lossesP = P
√ E I cosα = √ E cos∅ I= ∅



OVERLAP ANGLE (μ):
 The duration when the current is shared by conducting valves in acommutation group is called overlap angle and measured by overlap angle.
 The overlap angle depends on the source inductance the current from onephase to other phase will not be instantaneous there fore depending on theoverlap angle the conduction of no of valves will be dependent.Based on the overlap angle there are three modes of operation

S:No Mode of
operation Overlap value No of devices

Conducting Case1 Mode-1 μ = 0 2 Ideal2 Mode-2 μ <600 2 to 3 Practical3 Mode-3 μ =600 3 Practical4 Mode-4 μ >600 3 to 4 Worst
MODE-2: Two To Three Valves Conduction
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Here in mode-2 valve 1 and 2 starts conduction when valve 3 starts due to inductance thecurrent shifts from valve 1 to 3 will not take place instantaneously during the currentsharing period valve 1 2 and 3 will be conducting
Applying nodal analysis at node-A

e − L didt = V
e − L didt = VAdding above two equations we get

e − L didt + e − L didt = 2V
e + e − L {didt + didt } = 2VBut we know during commutation I1 +I3 = IdDerivating the above equation we get

didt + didt = 0didt = − didtSubstituting the above relation in the equation we gete + e − L {0} = 2V= +
In our Assumption  we have e + e + e = 0But e + e = −e+ = −

Therefore the instantaneous DC output voltage of the bridge is
= + − = − ≤ ≤

≤ ≤ −



The Average DC Voltage

V = 1π3 [ (−32 ) e d(ωt) + e d(ωt)]
OR

V = 1π3 [ (−32 ) e d(ωt) + e d(ωt)]
V = 1π3 { 32 Em sin (ωt)]α + √3Em − cos ωt + π3 ] }

V = 1π3 32 Em sin(α + μ) − sin(α) + √3Em − cos 60 + μ + π3 + cos(μ + α + 60)
V = Emπ3 32 sin(α + μ) − 32 sin(α) + √3 (− cos(120 + μ ) + cos(μ + α + 60))

V = Emπ3 [√32 cos(μ + α) + √32 cos(α)]
= √ [ ( + ) + ( )]

= [ ( + ) + ( )]



PATTERN OF CURRENT SHIFT:

e − L didt = V
e − L didt = VSubtracting above two equations we get

−e + L didt + e − L didt = 0
−e + e − L {didt − didt } = 0But we know during commutation I1 +I3 = Iddidt + didt = 0didt = − didt−e + e − L {didt + didt } = 0

e = 2L didt
didt = e2L



didt = √3 Emsinωt2L
di = √3 Emsinωt2L dtIntegrating the above equation we get

i = − √3 Emcos ωt2ωL + AWhere A is the Integral Constant in order to find the constant A we have to use initial conditionsAt ωt = α the instant valve 3 is fired the value of = 0

0 = − √3 Emcos α2ωL + A
A = √3 Emcos α2ωLSubstituting the value of A in the above

i = − √3 Emcos ωt2ωL + √3 Emcos α2ωL
i = √3 Em2ωL ( (cos α − cos ωt)= ( − ) for α ≤ ωt ≤ α+μBut we know that                                         I1 +I3 = Id

= − ( ( − ) I = √3 Em2ωL



EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF HVDC:

We know that from the above derivation

i = √3 Em2ωL (cos α − cos ωt) for α ≤ ωt ≤ α + μ
At ωt = α + μ the instant valve 3 is taking care of complete current and Valve-1 is off isfired the value of = IdSubstituting in above equation:i = √3 Em2ωL (cos α − cos ωt)

I = √3 Em2ωL (cos α − cos (α + μ))
Here in the above Equation α is Controllable and μ is not controllable

V = V2 [ cos(μ + α) + cos(α)]
V = Emπ3 √32 [ cos(μ + α) + cos(α)]

II = (cos α − cos (α + μ))
cos α − IdIS2 = cos ( α + μ)Put this cos(α+μ)  value in the above output voltage equation then we get

V = V2 [ cos(μ + α) + cos(α)]
V = V2 [ cos α − II + cos(α)]

V = V2 cos α − V2 II + V2 cos(α)
V = V cos α − V2 II



V2 II = Emπ3 √322 I√3 Em2ωLV2I = 3ωLπ
V = V cos α − 3ωLπ I= −Where RC is the commutating Reactance

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF RECTIFIER

For Inverter the process is same but the parameters are different in rectifiers we use delayangle α, δ=α+μ for  the inverter we use Advance Angle β= π-α and Extinction Angle γ= β-μThe DC voltage in the Inverter Operation is
V = − V2 [ cos(μ + α) + cos(α)]

V = − V2 [ cos(π − β) + cos(π − γ)]The DC voltage is taken as Negative because inverter uses Opposite Polarity
V = V2 [ cos β + cos γ]V = V cos α − R IV = − [V cos α − R I ]V = − [V cos(π − β) − R I ]= ( ) +Instead of β if we want to use γ for inverter equation then the equation becomes



From V = V2 [ cos β + cos γ]
cos β + cos γ = 2VV

cos β = −cos γ + 2VVSubstituting the above value in V = V cos(β) + R I
V = V (−cos γ + 2VV ) + R I

V = V −cos γ + V 2VV ) + R I
V = V −cos γ + 2V + R I−V = V −cos γ + R I= −

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF INVERTER

OVERALL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF HVDC SYSTEM



UNIT-III
HVDC CONTROL

Basic means of control:

OVERALL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF HVDC SYSTEM

From the overall equivalent circuit of HVDC system

= − ( / )+ ±The DC voltage and current in the DC link can be controlled by controlling rectifier voltagesand inverter voltages using two methods
 GRID CONTROL
 MANUAL CONTROL

 GRID CONTROL: It is done by varying ignition angle of the valves. It is rapid orinstantaneous control
 MANUAL CONTROL: It is done changing the taps ratio of the converter transformer.It is slow and done in stepsPower reversal can be done by changing the polarity of the DC voltage at both ends

BASIS FOR SELECTION OF THE CONTROL:

 Prevention of large fluctuating current due to variations of AC voltages
 Maintaining the DC voltage near to its rated
 Maintaining the power factor at the sending and receiving end as high aspossible
 Prevention of various faults in the valves



What is the Need for power factor high?

 To keep the rated power in the converter as high as possible wrt givenvoltage, current, voltage ratings of the transformer and the valves.
 To reduce the stress on the valve.
 To minimize the losses and the current ratings of the equipment in the ACsystem to which the converter is connected.
 To minimize the voltage drops as the load increases.
 To minimize the reactive power supplied to the converter

DESIRED FEATURES OF THE CONTROLLER:

 Control system should not be sensitive to normal variations in voltage andfrequency of the AC supply system.
 Control should be fast reliable and easy to implement.
 There should be continuous operating range of full Rectification to fullInversion.
 Control should be such that it should require less reactive power.
 Under at steady state conditions the valves should be fired symmetrically.
 Control should be such that it must control the maximum current in the DClink and limit the fluctuations of the current.
 Power should be controlled independently and smoothly which can be doneby controlling the current or voltage or both.
 Control should be such that it can be used for protection of the line and theconverter

CONSTANT VOLTAGE CONSTANT CURRENTVoltage is constant Current is constantCurrent is varied to change power Voltage is varied to change powerLoads and power sources are connected inparallel in order to turnoff a load or a sourcerespective branch is opened Loads and power sources are connectedin series in order to turn off  a load orsource it should be bypassedAC transmission and DC Distribution Street lighting  in DCDC system the fault current can be greaterlimited by circuit resistance Short circuit current is ideally limited byload current and it is twice of the ratedcurrent and Accidental open circuits giverise to huge voltagesPower loss is α (power transmitted)2 Power loss is α full load value



From the overall equivalent circuit of HVDC system

= − ( / )+ ±= [ ( + ) + ( )]
We know that ( ) = . [ ( + ) + ( )]( ) = . [ ( + ) + ( )]Therefore for achieving high power factor α for rectifier and γ for inverter should bekept as low as possibleThe rectifier has minimum α limit  of about 50 to ensure adequate voltage across thevalves before firing . consequently the rectifier normally operates within in the range of 150and 200 so as to leave a room for increasing rectifier voltage to control DC power flow.In the case of the inverter it is necessary to maintain the a certain minimumExtinction angle to avoid commutation failure. It is important to ensure that commutationis completed with sufficient margin to allow deionization before voltage reverses γ = β-μ.The minimum margin for this is 150 to 50Hz and 180 for 60Hz supply.In order to satisfy basic requirements for better voltage regulation and currentregulation it is always be advisable to assign these parameters for the converters. Undernormal operations Rectifier will take care of the current and the Inverter will take care ofthe voltage.

Rectifier - Constant Current Control (CC)

Inverter - Constant Extinction Angle Control (CEA)

Let us examine how AC voltages changes reflect in the DC current and which
controller has to be exercised to make DC link current at rated value.

I = V cos α − V cos(β/γ)R + R ± R
 INCREASE IN THE RECTIFIER VOLTAGE: Current in the DC link willincrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will increasedelay angle α while at the inverter end controller will maintain CEA. Increasein the delay angle   worsens the power factor. Generally it is controlled insteps thereafter tap change is done



 INCREASE IN THE INVERTER VOLTAGE :  Current in the DC link willdecrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will decreasedelay angle α up to α min while at the inverter end controller will maintainCEA. decrease in the delay angle   improves the power factor. Generally it iscontrolled in steps thereafter tap change is done
 DECREASE IN THE RECTIFIER VOLTAGE: : Current in the DC link willdecrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will decreasedelay angle α up to  α min while at the inverter end controller will maintainCEA. decrease in the delay angle   improves the power factor. Generally it iscontrolled in steps thereafter tap change is done. If the further decrease inthe rectifier voltage characteristics falls below and CEA characteristics doesnot intersect then Dc link current will be zero. Therefore inverter also shouldbe equipped with constant current controller
 DECREASE IN THE INVERTER VOLTAGE: Current in the DC link willincrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will increasedelay angle α while at the inverter end controller will maintain CEA. Increasein the delay angle   worsens the power factor. Generally it is controlled insteps thereafter tap change is done

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HVDC SYSTEM:

Slope of α, β and γ characteristics

= −= ( / ) ±In this setup we have modeled the rectifier and inverter only missing is the line theresistance of the line we have to include the resistance of the line either with rectifier orwith the inverter



Voltage drop across the line = RLIdIncluding the drop along the rectifier we get= − ( + )= ( ) += −
IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS: Rectifier will take care of current so it is a line parallel to Yaxis. As Inverter equation with gama is negative slope. The point where rectifier currentcontrol and inverter voltage control coincide there exist a operating point which is thepower order of the HVDC link

The rectifier characteristics can be shifted horizontally by adjusting the currentcommand or current order. If the measured current is less than the command the regulatoradvances the firing by decreasing α.The inverter characteristics can be raised or lowered by means of thetransformer tap changer. When the tap is moved the CEA regulator quickly restores thedesired gama. As a result the DC current changes which is then quickly restored by currentregulator of the rectifier.
ACTUAL CHARACTERISTICS:



 The rectifier maintains constant current in the DC link by changing α however αcannot be less than αmin. Once αmin .  is hit no further increase in voltage is possible.This is called Constant Ignition Angle Control(CIA)
 In practice as current controller will have a proportional controller it has highnegative slope due to finite gain of the controller
CONSTANT CURRENT CONTROLLER:

With the current regulator gain K = ( − )= +There fore = − ( + ) )
CONSTANT CURRENT CONTROL INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING:

 Measurement of the DC current.
 Comparison of Id with the set value Ids or Iord (called as Reference/Current Order/Current Command).
 Amplification to the differences called error.
 Application of the output signal of the amplifier to the phase shift circuit thatalters the ignition angle α of the valves in the proper direction for reducing theerror.



CONSTANT EXTINCTION ANGLE CONTROL:

COMBINED RECTIFIER AND INVERTER CHARACTERISTICS:

Power reversal can be done by changing the current settings of the converter and inverterwhich is shown in the dotted line above
ALTERNATIVE CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR INVERTER:

DC VOLTAGE CONTROL MODE: instead of regulating by fixing γ a closed loop may be usedso as to maintain the constant voltage at desired point on the DC line. It ensures that thevoltage is constant



CONSTANT β CONTROL: In the inverter equation if there is beta there will be a positiveslope. At low load  beta gives additional security against commutation failure. However forheavy currents and large overlap gama is used

For stabilization and ambiguity reasons also

TAP CHANGE CONTROL: Tap changing control is done to maintain the firing angles in thedesired range. Normally rectifier which takes care of the current backed up by tap changeand also inverter CEA also backed up by tap change.They are changed in fixed steps from minimum to maximum. Tap changes areprevented during transients. Hunting is avoided by having dead band wider than step size.



CURRENT LIMITS

 MAXIMUM CURRENT LIMITS: The maximum short time current is usuallylimited to 1.2 to 1.3 times the normal full load current to avoid thermaldamage to the valves.
 MINIMUM CURRENT LIMIT:  As the load current is discontinuous highvoltages may occur in the transformer windings and this can be avoided byhigh Dc reactor on the DC side

 VOLTAGE DEPENDENT CURRENT ORDER LIMIT(VDCOL): under lowvoltage condition it may not be desirable to maintain DC current or power forthe following reasonsWhen voltage at one converter falls more than 30%, the reactivepower demand of the remote converter increase and this may have adverseeffects on the AC system. A higher alpha or Gama is necessary to control thecurrent in the link which increase the reactive power demand at theconverter. If the Ac system voltage is reduced substantially the amount ofreactive power is reducedAt  reduced voltages there is also chance of commutation failure andvoltage instability



VDCOL CONTROL

MINIMUM FIRING ANGLE CONTROL: power transferred in the DC line is mainly due tomanipulation of the current order. These signals are to be sent to the converter viatelecommunication. If this link fails there is a chance that a inverter can change to rectifierwhich results in power reversal. To prevent that the inverter control is provided withminimum delay angle control
POWER CONTROL: Usually the HVDC link is required to transmit scheduled power. In suchan application the corresponding current order is found out from the power order/ DCVoltage measured
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VDCOL CONTROL

MINIMUM FIRING ANGLE CONTROL: power transferred in the DC line is mainly due tomanipulation of the current order. These signals are to be sent to the converter viatelecommunication. If this link fails there is a chance that a inverter can change to rectifierwhich results in power reversal. To prevent that the inverter control is provided withminimum delay angle control
POWER CONTROL: Usually the HVDC link is required to transmit scheduled power. In suchan application the corresponding current order is found out from the power order/ DCVoltage measured



CONTROL HIERARCHY:Generally two bridges with star- star and star delta connected transformers are consideredfor 12 pulse bridge unit.The control scheme is divided into four levels
 BRIDGE OR CONVERTER LEVEL
 POLE CONTROL
 MASTER CONTROL
 OVERALL CONTROL

 BRIDGE OR CONVERTER LEVEL:

 It determines the firing instants of the valves within a bridge and definesα min and γ min limits.
 This has the fast response in the hierarchy.

 POLE CONTROL:

 It coordinates the control of bridges in a pole.
 The conversion of the current order to the firing angle order, tap changercontrol and some protection control sequence are handled in pole control.
 It also handles starting, stopping and de-blocking and balancing of the bridge

 MASTER CONTROL:

 It determines the current order and provides coordinated current ordersignals to all poles.
 It interprets the broader demands for controlling the HVDC system byproviding the interface between the pole control and overall system control
 This includes power flow scheduling determined by control centre and ACsystem stabilization



BRIDGE/VALVE GROUP CONTROL:

FIRING ANGLE CONTROL: The manner which mode you operate the HVDC system eitherin CIA,CC and CEA only need is how we generate firing pulses.There are two methods in which firing pulses can be generated
 INDIVIDUAL PHASE CONTROL (IPC).
 EQUIDISTANT PULSE CONTROL (EPC).
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 INDIVIDUAL PHASE CONTROL (IPC):

 Here firing angles are calculated individually for every phase with theircommutation voltages.
 Six phase delay circuits are required
 Six zero crossing circuits are requiredIn this IPC there are two methods
 COSINE CONTROL
 LINEAR CONTROL

 COSINE CONTROL: There are several versions of this method.
 Pulses are generated at the zero crossing of control voltage VC and the linevoltage AC.
 The control voltage is nothing but error produced from the current==

= ( )
= =

 This control system results in a linear transfer characteristic.
 The output voltage independent on the change of the input AC voltage.
 However near alpha at zero it is sensitive to control voltage and leads to highaccuracy
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 LINEAR CONTROL:
 Pulses are generated at the zero crossing of control voltage VC and the linevoltage AC. == =
 This makes linear transfer characteristics non linear but accuracy is ±10

ADVANTAGES OF IPC:

 The output voltage will be high
DISADVANTAGES OF IPC:

 Harmonic instability with less SCR.
 Non characteristics harmonics introduction in the system.
 Parallel resonance with filter impedance and system impedance

 EQUIDISTANT PULSE CONTROL (EPC): Here pulses are generated in the steady stateat a equal intervals of 1/Pf. Through the ring counterIt consists of three variations of the EPC scheme
 PULSE FREQUENCY CONTROL (PFC)
 PULSE PEROID CONTROL (PPC)
 PULSE PHASE CONTROL (PPC)

 PULSE FREQUENCY CONTROL (PFC):

 The basic components of the system are Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)and a ring counter.  The VCO delivers pulses at a frequency directlyproportional to the input control voltage.
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 The train of pulses is fed to a ring counter which has six or twelve stages.
 One stage is on at a time with the pulse train output of the VCO changing theon stage of the ring counter.
 As each stage turns on it produces a short output pulse once per cycle.
 Over one cycle a complete set of 6 or 12 output pulses are produced by thering counter at equal intervals.
 These pulses are transferred to the firing pulse generator to the appropriatevalves of the converter bridge

 Under steady state conditions V2=0 and the voltage V1 is proportional to theAC line frequency ω1.
 This generates pulses at the line frequency and constant firing delay angles α.
 If there is a change in the current order , margin settings or line frequency., achange in V3 occurs which in turn results in change in the frequency of thefiring pulses.
 A change in the firing delay angle results from the time integral of thedifferences between the line and firing pulse frequencies.
 It is apparent that this equidistant pulse control firing scheme is based onpulse frequency control.

 PULSE PHASE CONTROL (PPC): In this scheme a step change in control signalscauses a spacing of the only pulse to change these results in a shift of phase only.
ADVANTAGES:

 Equal delay for all the devices.
 Non characteristics harmonics are not introduced

DISADVANTAGES:
 Less DC output voltage than IPC
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UNIT-IV

SHUNT COMPENSATION

OBJECTIVES OF SHUNT COMPENSATION:
 Change the natural electrical characteristics of the transmission line to make it morecompatible with the prevailing load demand.
 Thus, shunt connected, fixed or mechanically switched reactors are applied tominimize line overvoltage under light load conditions, and shunt connected, fixed ormechanically switched capacitors are applied to maintain voltage levels underheavy load conditions.
 The ultimate objective of applying reactive shunt compensation in a transmissionsystem is to increase the transmittable power

MIDPOINT VOLTAGE REGULATION FOR LINE SEGMENTATION:
 VAR compensation is thus used for voltage regulation at the midpoint (or someintermediate) to segment the transmission line and at the end of the (radial) line toprevent voltage instability, as well as for dynamic voltage control to increasetransient stability and "damp power oscillations
 Consider the simple two-machine (two-bus) transmission model in which an idealvar compensator is shunt connected at the midpoint of the transmission line,. Forsimplicity, the line is represented by the series line inductance. The compensator isrepresented by a sinusoidal ac voltage source (of the fundamental frequency), in-phase with the midpoint voltage, Vm and with an amplitude identical to that of thesending and receiving-end voltages (Vm = Vs = Vr = V)

The midpoint compensator in effect segments the transmission line into twoindependent parts: The first segment, with an impedance of X/2, carries powerfrom the sending end to the midpoint, and the second segment, also with animpedance of X/2, carries power from the midpoint to the receiving end.The midpoint VAR compensator exchanges only reactive power with thetransmission line in this process. For the lossless system assumed, the real power isthe same at each terminal (sending end, midpoint, and receiving end) of the line.



The corresponding equations are V = V = Vcos δ4I = I = I = 4VX sin δ4The transmitted power isP = V I = V I = VI cos δ4 = 2VX sin δ2
Q = V I = V I = VI sin = (1 − cos )It can be observed that the midpoint shunt compensation can significantly increasethe transmittable power (doubling its maximum value) at the expense of a rapidlyincreasing reactive power demand on the midpoint compensator (and also on the end-generators).The midpoint of the transmission line is the best location for the compensator. Thisis because the voltage sag along the uncompensated transmission line is the largest at themidpoint. Also, the compensation at the midpoint breaks the transmission line into twoequal segments for each of which the maximum transmittable power is the same. Forunequal segments, the transmittable power of the longer segment would clearly determinethe overall transmission limit. The same can be used for longer length of the lines.
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END OF LINE VOLTAGE SUPPORT TO PREVENT VOLTAGE INSTABILITY:A simple radial system with feeder line reactance of X and load impedance Z,together with the normalized terminal voltage V, versus power P plot at various load powerfactors, ranging from 0.8 lag and 0.9 lead.The "nose-point" at each plot given for a specific power factor represents thevoltage instability corresponding to that system condition. It should be noted that thevoltage stability limit decreases with inductive loads and increases with capacitive loads.The shunt reactive compensation can effectively increase the voltage stability limit bysupplying the reactive load and regulating the terminal voltage (V - Vr = 0).It is evident that for a radial line, the end of the line, where the largest voltagevariation is experienced, is the best location for the compensator. (Recall that, by contrast,the midpoint is the most effective location for the line interconnecting two ac systembuses.)Reactive shunt compensation is often used in practical applications to regulate thevoltage at a given bus against load variations, or to provide voltage support for the loadwhen, due to generation or line outages, the capacity of the sending-end system becomesimpaired.when a large load area is supplied from two or more generation plants withindependent transmission lines. (This frequently happens when the locally generatedpower becomes inadequate to supply a growing load area and additional power isimported over a separate transmission link.) The loss of one of the power sources couldsuddenly increase the load demand on the remaining part of the system, causing severevoltage depression that could result in an ultimate voltage collapse.
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WITHOUT COMPENSATION:

WITH COMPENSATION:

IMPROVEMENT OF TRANSIENT STABILITY:Shunt compensation will be able to change the power flow in the system during andfollowing dynamic disturbances so as to increase the transient stability limit and provideeffective power oscillation damping.The potential effectiveness of shunt (as well as other compensation and flow controltechniques) on transient stability improvement can be conveniently evaluated by the
EQUAL AREA CRITERION.Assume that the complete system is characterized by the P versus δ curve "a" and isoperating at angle δ1 to transmit power P1 when a fault occurs at line segment "1."
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During the fault the system is characterized by the P versus δ curve "b" and thus,over this period, the transmitted electric power decreases significantly while mechanicalinput power to the sending-end generator remains substantially constant corresponding toP1. As a result, the generator accelerates and the transmission angle increases from δ1 to δ2at which the protective breakers disconnect the faulted line segment "1" and the sending-end generator 'absorbs accelerating energy, represented by area "A1."After fault clearing, without line segment "1" the degraded system is characterizedby the P versus δ curve "c." At angle δ2 on curve "c" the transmitted power exceeds themechanical input power P1 and the sending end generator starts to decelerate; however,angle δ further increases due to the kinetic energy stored in the machine. The maximumangle reached at δ3 , where the decelerating energy, represented by area "A2, " becomesequal to the accelerating energy represented by area "A1". The limit of transient stability isreached at δ3 = δ critical, beyond which the decelerating energy would not balance theaccelerating energy and synchronism between the sending end and receiving end could notbe restored. The area "A margin," between δ3 and δ critical represent the transient stabilitymargin of the system.From the above general discussion it is evident that the transient stability, at a givenpower transmission level and fault clearing time, is determined by the P versus δcharacteristic of the post-fault system. Since appropriately controlled shunt compensationcan provide effective voltage support, it can increase the transmission capability of thepost-fault system and thereby enhance transient stability.
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POWER OSCILLATION DAMPING:
 In the case of an under-damped power system, any minor disturbance can cause themachine angle to oscillate around its steady-state value at the natural frequency  ofthe total electromechanical system.
 The angle oscillation, of course, results in a corresponding power oscillation aroundthe steady-state power transmitted. The lack of sufficient damping can be a majorproblem in some power systems and, in some cases, it may be the limiting factor forthe transmittable power.
 That is, when the rotationally oscillating generator accelerates and angle δincreases (dδ/dt>0), the electric power transmitted must be increased tocompensate for the excess mechanical input power. Conversely, when the generatordecelerates and angle δ decreases (dδ/dt<0), the electric power must be decreasedto balance the insufficient mechanical input power. (The mechanical input power isassumed to be essentially constant in the time frame of an oscillation cycle.)

SUMMARY OF COMPENSATOR REQUIREMENTS:
 The compensator must stay in synchronous operation with the AC system at thecompensated bus under all operating conditions including major disturbances.Should the bus voltage be lost temporarily due to nearby faults, the compensatormust be able to recapture synchronism immediately at fault clearing.
 The compensator must be able to regulate the bus voltage for voltage support andimproved transient stability, or control it for power oscillation damping andtransient stability enhancement, on a priority basis as system conditions mayrequire.
 For a transmission line connecting two systems, the best location for Varcompensation is in the middle, whereas for a radial feed to a load the best location isat the load end.
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METHODS OF CONTROLLABLE VAR GENERATION:

 VARIABLE IMPEDANCE TYPE STATIC VAR GENERATORS:
o THYRISTOR CONTROLLED/ SWITCHED REACTOR (TCR/TSR)
o THYRISTOR SWITCHED CAPACITOR (TSC)
o FIXED CAPACITOR- THYRISTOR CONTROLLED REACTOR (FC-TCR).
o THYRISTOR SWITCHED CAPACITOR-THYRISTOR CONTROLLED REACTOR

 SWITCHING CONVERTER TYPE VAR GENERATORS:
o STATIC CONDENSOR & STATIC COMPENSTOR (STATCON & STATCOM)

 HYBRID VAR GENERATORS:
o SWITCHING CONVERTER WITH TSC AND TCR

THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED REACTOR (TCR):A basic single-phase Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR) comprises an anti-parallel–connected pair of thyristor valves, T1 and T2, in series with a linear air-core reactor. Theanti-parallel–connected thyristor pair acts like abidirectional switch, with thyristor valve T1 conducting inpositive half-cycles and thyristor valve T2 conducting innegative half-cycles of the supply voltage. The firing angleof the thyristors is measured from the zero crossing of thevoltage appearing across its terminals.The controllable range of the TCR firing angle, αextends from 900 to 1800. A firing angle of 900 results infull thyristor conduction with a continuous sinusoidalcurrent flow in the TCR. As the firing angle is varied from900 to close to 1800, the current flows in the form ofdiscontinuous pulses symmetrically located in the positiveand negative half-cycles.Once the thyristor valves are fired, the cessation of current occurs at its natural zerocrossing, a process known as the Line Commutation. The current reduces to zero for afiring angle of 1800. Thyristor firing at angles below 900 introduces dc components in thecurrent, disturbing the symmetrical operation of the two anti-parallel valve branches.A characteristic of the line-commutation process with which the TCR operates isthat once the valve conduction has commenced, any change in the firing angle can only beimplemented in the next half-cycle, leading to the so-called thyristor dead time.
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THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED REACTOR (TCR):A basic single-phase Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR) comprises an anti-parallel–connected pair of thyristor valves, T1 and T2, in series with a linear air-core reactor. Theanti-parallel–connected thyristor pair acts like abidirectional switch, with thyristor valve T1 conducting inpositive half-cycles and thyristor valve T2 conducting innegative half-cycles of the supply voltage. The firing angleof the thyristors is measured from the zero crossing of thevoltage appearing across its terminals.The controllable range of the TCR firing angle, αextends from 900 to 1800. A firing angle of 900 results infull thyristor conduction with a continuous sinusoidalcurrent flow in the TCR. As the firing angle is varied from900 to close to 1800, the current flows in the form ofdiscontinuous pulses symmetrically located in the positiveand negative half-cycles.Once the thyristor valves are fired, the cessation of current occurs at its natural zerocrossing, a process known as the Line Commutation. The current reduces to zero for afiring angle of 1800. Thyristor firing at angles below 900 introduces dc components in thecurrent, disturbing the symmetrical operation of the two anti-parallel valve branches.A characteristic of the line-commutation process with which the TCR operates isthat once the valve conduction has commenced, any change in the firing angle can only beimplemented in the next half-cycle, leading to the so-called thyristor dead time.
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FOR FIRING ANGLE α =150°

Let the source voltage is V (t) = V sinωtWhere V= peak voltage of the applied voltage and ω = Angular FrequencyThe TCR current is given by
L didt − V (t) = 0where L is the inductance of the TCR

i(t) = 1L V (t)dt + CWhere C is integration constant
i(t) = − VωL cosωt + CFor finding C use initial conditions i(ωt = α ) = i(t)=  0

i(t) = − VωL (cos α − cosωt)



Where α is the firing angle measured from positive going zero crossing of the appliedvoltageFourier analysis is used to derive the fundamental component of the TCR current I1(α),which, in general, is given as I (α) = a cosωt + b sinωtWhere b1 =0 because of the odd symmetry, that is, f (x) = f (-x) Also, no even harmonics aregenerated because of the half-wave symmetry, that is,F(x+T/2) = -f(x)The coefficient
= 4 ( ) cos 2/

I (α) = VωL ( 1 − 2απ − 1π sin2α)I (α) = VB (α)Where B (α) = B (1 − απ − π sin2α)Bmax = 1/ωLThe firing angle α is related to the conduction angle σ, as follows+ 2 =I (σ) = VB (σ − sin σπ )
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B (σ) = B (σ − sin σπ )
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The TCR thus acts like a variable susceptance. Variation of the firing angle changesthe susceptance and, consequently, the fundamental-current component, which leads to avariation of reactive power absorbed by the reactor because the applied ac voltage isconstant. However, as the firing angle is increased beyond 900, the current becomes nonsinusoidal, and harmonics are generated. If the two thyristors are fired symmetrically inthe positive and negative half-cycles, then only odd-order harmonics are produced.The harmonics can be deduced through a Fourier analysis of higher-frequencycomponents. The rms value of the nth-order harmonic is expressed as a function of α in thefollowing equation
( ) = 2 −2 + ( − 1)− 1 + ( + 1)+ 1

( ) = 4 sin cos( ) − sin ( )( − 1)Where n= 2K+1 and K= 1,2,3……….
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THYRISTOR-SWITCHED REACTOR:

 The TSR is a special case of a TCR in which the variable firing-angle control option isnot exercised. Instead, the device is operated in two states only: either fully on orfully off.
 If the thyristor valves are fired exactly at the voltage peaks corresponding to α = 90°for the forward-thyristor valve T1 and α = 270° (90 + 180) for the reverse-thyristorvalve T2,  The maximum inductive current flows in the TCR as if the thyristorswitches were replaced by short circuits. However, if no firing pulses are issued tothe thyristors, the TSR will remain in a blocked-off state, and no current can flow.
 The TSR ensures a very rapid availability of rated inductive reactive power to thesystem. When a large magnitude of controlled reactive power, Q, is required, a partof Q is usually assigned to a small TSR of rating, say, Q/2; the rest is realized bymeans of a TCR also of a reduced rating Q/2.  This arrangement results insubstantially decreased losses and harmonic content as compared to a single TCR ofrating Q.

THYRISTOR-SWITCHED CAPACITOR (TSC):The circuit consists of a capacitor in series with a bidirectional thyristor switch. It issupplied from an ideal ac voltage source with neither resistance nor reactance present inthe circuit.The analysis of the current transients after closing the switch brings forth twocases:
SWITCHING A CAPACITOR TO A VOLTAGE SOURCE:
Case-1: The capacitor voltage is not equal to the supply voltage when the thyristors arefired. Immediately after closing the switch, a current of infinite magnitude flows andcharges the capacitor to the supply voltage in an infinitelyshort time. The switch realized by thyristors cannotwithstand this stress and would fail.
Case-2: The capacitor voltage is equal to the supply voltagewhen the thyristors are fired, the analysis shows that thecurrent will jump immediately to the value of the steady-state current. The steady state condition is reached in aninfinitely short time. Although the magnitude of the current does not exceed the steady-state values, the thyristors have an upper limit of di/dt values that they can withstandduring the firing process. Here, di/dt is infinite, and the thyristor switch will again fail.
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Switching a Series Connection of a Capacitor and Reactor:To overcome the problems discussed in the preceding list, a small damping reactor isadded in series with the capacitorLet the source voltage be V (t) = V sin ω tWhere ω0 is the system nominal frequency.The analysis of the current after closing the thyristor switch at t = 0 leads to the followingresults

i(t) = I cos(ω t + α) − nB V − nn − 1 V sinα . sin ω t − I cos α cos ω twhere the natural frequency is
ω = nω = 1√LC = XX

I = V B BB + BHere, VC0 is initial capacitor voltage at t =0. It is well-worth discussing this result in somedetail. Note that no damping is considered in the circuit.
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The Term Involving Fundamental Frequency(ω0):This term represents the steady-state solution. As expected, the current leads the voltageby 900. The current magnitude, IAC, as obtained in the foregoing equation, can bealternatively expressed as I = V B nn − 1A magnification in current by a factor of n2/ (n2 −1) is seen as compared to the case withoutreactor. The same magnification factor is also inherent in the magnitude of the capacitorvoltage.

Voltage across the capacitor(peak) is = = − 1The TSC branch can be disconnected ("switched out") at any current zero by priorremoval of the gate drive to the thyristor valve. At the current zero crossing, the capacitorvoltage is at its peak value. The disconnected capacitor stays charged to this voltage and,consequently, the voltage across the non conducting thyristor valve varies between zeroand the peak-to-peak value of the applied ac voltageIf the voltage across the disconnected capacitor remained unchanged, the TSC bankcould be switched in again, without any transient, at the appropriate peak of the applied acvoltage.Normally, the capacitor bank is discharged after disconnection. Thus, thereconnection of the capacitor may have to be executed at some residual capacitor voltagebetween zero and V n2/(n2 - 1). This can be accomplished with the minimum possibletransient disturbance if the thyristor valve is turned on at those instants at which thecapacitor residual voltage and the applied ac voltage are equal, that is, when the voltageacross the thyristor valve is zero.These transients are caused by the nonzero dv/dt at the instant of switching, which,without the series reactor, would result in an instantaneous current of iC = Cdv/dt in thecapacitor. (This current represents the instantaneous value of the steady-state capacitorcurrent at the time of the switching.)The interaction between the capacitor and the current (and di/dt) limiting reactor,with the damping resistor, produces the oscillatory transients visible on the current and
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voltage waveforms. (Note that the switching transient is greater for the fully dischargedthan for the partially discharged capacitor because the dv/dt of the applied (sinusoidal)voltage has its maximum at the zero crossing point.
Case-1: If the residual capacitor voltage is lower than the peak ac voltage (Vc < V), then thecorrect instant of switching is when the instantaneous ac voltage becomes equal to thecapacitor voltage
Case-2 : If the residual capacitor voltage is equal to or higher than the peak ac voltage(Vc > V), then the correct switching is at the peak of the ac voltage at which the thyristorvalve voltage is minimum.
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FIXED CAPACITOR, THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED REACTOR (FC-TCR):A basic var generator arrangement using a fixed (permanently connected) capacitorwith a thyristor-controlled reactor (FC-TCR) .The current in the reactor is varied by thepreviously discussed method of firing delay angle control.The fixed capacitor in practice is usually substituted, fully or partially, by a filternetwork that has the necessary capacitive impedance at the fundamental frequency togenerate the reactive power required, but it provides low impedance at selectedfrequencies to shunt the dominant harmonics produced by the TCR.The fixed capacitor, thyristor-controlled reactor type var generator may beconsidered essentially to consist of a variable reactor (controlled by delay angle a) and afixed capacitorAs seen, the constant capacitive var generation (Qc) of the fixed capacitor is opposedby the variable var absorption (QL) of the thyristor-controlled reactor, to yield the total varoutput (Q) required.At the maximum capacitive var output, the thyristor-controlled reactor is off(α = 90°). To decrease the capacitive output, the current in the reactor is increased bydecreasing delay angle α. At zero var output, the capacitive and inductive currents becomeequal and thus the capacitive and inductive vars cancel out. With a further decrease ofangle α (assuming that the rating of the reactor is greater than that of the capacitor), theinductive current becomes larger than the capacitive current, resulting in a net inductivevar output.At zero delay angle, the thyristor-controlled reactor conducts current over the full180 degree interval, resulting in maximum inductive var output that is equal to thedifference between the vars generated by the capacitor and those absorbed by the fullyconducting reactor.
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CONTROL OF THE THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED REACTOR IN THE FC-TCR:One function is synchronous timing. This function is usually provided by a phaselocked loop circuit that runs in synchronism with the ac system voltage and generatesappropriate timing pulses with respect to the peak of that voltage.In a different approach, the ac voltage itself may be used for timing. However, thisseemingly simple approach presents difficult problems during system faults and majordisturbances when the voltage exhibits wild fluctuations and large distortion.The second function is the reactive current (or admittance) to firing angleconversion. This can be provided by a real time circuit implementation of the mathematicalrelationship between the amplitude of the fundamental TCR current ILF(α) and the delayangle α. Several circuit approaches are possible. One is an analog function generatorproducing in each half-cycle a scaled electrical signal that represents the ILF(α) versus arelationship.An other is a digital "look-up table" for the normalized ILF(α) versus α functionwhich is read at regular intervals (e.g., at each degree) starting from α = 0 (peak of thevoltage) until the requested value is found, at which instant a firing pulse is initiated.A third approach is to use a microprocessor and compute, prior to the earliest firingAngle (α = 0), the delay angle corresponding to the required ILF(α) . The actual firing instantis then determined simply by a timing circuit (e.g., a counter) "measuring" α from the peakof the voltage.The third function is the computation of the required fundamental reactor currentILF from the requested total output current IQ (sum of the fixed capacitor and the TCR
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currents) defined by the amplitude reference input IQRef to the var generator control. This issimply done by subtracting the (scaled) amplitude of the capacitor current, lC from lQRef(Positive polarity for lQRef means inductive output current, and negative polarity meanscapacitive output current.).The fourth function is the thyristor firing pulse generation. This is accomplished by thefiring pulse generator (or gate drive) circuit which produces the necessary gate currentpulse for the thyristors to turn on in response to the output signal provided by the reactivecurrent to firing angle converter. The gate drive circuits are sometimes at ground potentialwith magnetic coupling to the thyristor gates; more often, however, they are at the (high)potential level of the thyristors. In the latter case, in order to provide sufficient insulationbetween the ground level control and the gate drive circuits, the gating information isusually transmitted via optical fibers ("light pipes").
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The V-I operating area of the FC-TCRvar generator is defined by the maximumattainable capacitive and inductive admittances and by the voltage and current ratings ofthe major power components (capacitor, reactor, and thyristor valve). The ratings of thepower components are derived from application requirements.The dynamic performance (e.g., the frequency band) of the var generator is limitedby the firing angle delay control, which results in a time lag or transport lag with respect tothe input reference signal. The actual transfer function of the FC-TCR type var generatorcan be expressed with the transport lag in the following form:( ) =Where S is Laplace operator , K is gain constant, Td is time lag and firing angle α
THYRISTOR-SWITCHED CAPACITOR-THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED REACTOR (TSC-TSR):A basic single-phase TSC-TCR arrangement is shown. For a given capacitive outputrange, it typically consists of n TSC branches and one TCR. The number of branches n, isdetermined by practical considerations that include the operating voltage level, maximumvar output, current rating of the thyristor valves, bus work and installation cost, etc. Ofcourse, the inductive range also can be expanded to any maximum rating by employingadditional TCR branches.The total capacitive output range is divided into n intervals. In the first interval, theoutput of the var generator is controllable in the zero to QCmax/n range, where QCmax is thetotal rating provided by all TSC branches.In this interval, one capacitor bank is switched in (by firing, for example, thyristorvalve SW1, ) and, simultaneously, the current in the TCR is set by the appropriate firingdelay angle so that the sum of the var output of the TSC (negative) and that of the TCR(positive) equals the capacitive output required.
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In the second, third, ..., and nth intervals, the output is controllable in the QCmax/n to2QCmax/n, 2Qcmax/n to 3QCmax/n, ..., and (n - 1)Qcmax/n to QCmax range by switching in thesecond, third, ..., and nth capacitor bank and using the TCR to absorb the surplus capacitivevars. By being able to switch the capacitor banks in and out within one cycle of theapplied ac voltage, the maximum surplus capacitive var in the total output range can berestricted to that produced by one capacitor bank, and thus, theoretically, the TCR shouldhave the same var rating as the TSC. However, to ensure that the switching conditions atthe endpoints of the intervals are not indeterminate, the var rating of the TCR has to besomewhat larger in practice than that of one TSC in order to provide enough overlap(hysteresis) between the "switching in" and "switching out" var levels.As seen, the capacitive var output, QC, is changed in a step-like manner by the TSC’sto approximate the var demand with a net capacitive var surplus, and the relatively smallinductive var output of the TCR, QL, is used to cancel the surplus capacitive vars.A functional control scheme for the TSC-TCR type var generator. It provides threemajor functions:1. Determines the number of TSC branches needed to be switched in to approximatethe required capacitive output current (with a positive surplus), and computes theamplitude of the inductive current needed to cancel the surplus capacitive current.2. Controls the switching of the TSC branches in a "transient-free" manner.3. Varies the current in the TCR by firing delay angle control.
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The input current reference IQRef representing the magnitude of the requestedoutput current is divided by the (scaled) amplitude IC of the current that a TSC branchwould draw at the given amplitude V of the ac voltage. The result, rounded to the nexthigher integer, gives the number of capacitor banks  needed. The difference in magnitudebetween the sum of the activated capacitor currents, ∑ I and the reference current, IQRefgives the amplitude, ILF of the fundamental reactor current required.The basic logic for the second function (switching of the TSC branches). This followsthe two simple rules for "transient-free" switching. That is, either switch the capacitorbank when the voltage across the thyristor valve becomes zero or when the thyristor valvevoltage is at a minimum. (The first condition can be met if the capacitor residual voltage isless than the peak ac voltage and the latter condition is satisfied at those peaks of the acvoltage which has the same polarity as the residual voltage of the capacitor.)The actual firing pulse generation for the thyristors in the TSC valve is similar tothat used for the TCR with the exception that a continuous gate drive is usually provided tomaintain continuity in conduction when the current is transferred from one thyristor stringcarrying current of one polarity (e.g., positive) to the other string carrying current ofopposite polarity (e.g., negative).The third function (TCR firing delay angle control) is identical to that used in thefixed-capacitor, thyristor-controlled reactor scheme. The reactive current reference signalIQRef, the total output current the current iQ = iC + iL drawn by the thyristor switchedcapacitor banks, and the current iL drawn by the thyristor-controlled reactor.
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SWITCHING CONVERTER TYPE VAR GENERATORS:Static var generators discussed in the previous section generate or absorbcontrollable reactive power (var) by synchronously switching capacitor and reactor banks"in" and "out" of the network.The aim of this approach is to produce a variable reactive shunt impedance that canbe adjusted (continuously or in a step-like manner) to meet the compensationrequirements of the transmission network. The possibility of generating controllablereactive power directly, without the use of ac capacitors  or reactors, by various switchingpower converters was disclosed by Gyugyi in 1976.These (dc to ac or ac to ac) converters are operated as voltage and current sourcesand they produce reactive power essentially without reactive energy storage componentsby circulating alternating current among the phases of the ac system.Synchronous machine whose reactive power output is varied by excitation control.Like the mechanically powered machine, they can also exchange real power with the acsystem if supplied from an appropriate, usually dc energy source. Because of thesesimilarities with a rotating synchronous generator, they are termed Static Synchronous
Generators (SSGs). When an SSG is operated without an energy source, and withappropriate controls to function as a shunt-connected reactive compensator, it is termed,analogously to the rotating Synchronous Compensator (condenser), a Static
Synchronous Compensator (Condenser) STATCOM STATCON.

BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLES:The basic principle of reactive power generation by avoltage-sourced converter is akin to that of the conventionalrotating synchronous machine. For purely reactive power flow, thethree-phase induced electromotive forces (EMF’s) Ea, Eb and Ec ofthe synchronous rotating machine are in phase with the systemvoltages, Va, Vb, and Vc. The reactive current I drawn by thesynchronous compensator is determined by the magnitude of thesystem voltage V, that of the internal voltage E, and the total circuitreactance (synchronous machine reactance plus transformerleakage reactance plus system short circuit reactance X).I = V − EXThe corresponding reactive power Q exchanged can be expressedas follows
Q = 1 − EVX V



By controlling the excitation of the machine, and hence the amplitude E of itsinternal voltage relative to the amplitude V of the system voltage, the reactive power flowcan be controlled. Increasing E above V (i.e., operating over-excited) results in a leadingcurrent, that is, the machine is "seen" as a capacitor by the ac system.Decreasing E below V (i.e., operating under-excited) produces a lagging current, thatis, the machine is "seen" as a reactor (inductor) by the ac system. Under either operatingcondition a small amount of real power of course flows from the ac system to the machineto supply its mechanical and electrical losses.Note that if the excitation of the machine is controlled so that the correspondingreactive output maintains or varies a specific parameter of the ac system (e.g., bus voltage),then the machine (rotating var generator) functions as a rotating synchronouscompensator (condenser).The basic voltage-sourced converter scheme for reactive power generation is shownin the form of a single-line diagram. From a dc input voltage source, provided by thecharged capacitor C the converter produces a set of controllable three-phase outputvoltages with the frequency of the ac power system. Each outputvoltage is in phase with, and coupled to the corresponding acsystem voltage via a relatively small (0.1-0.15 p.u.) tie reactance(which in practice is provided by the per phase leakageinductance of the coupling transformer).By varying the amplitude of the output voltages produced,the reactive power exchange between the converter and the acsystem can be controlled in a manner similar to that of therotating synchronous machine. That is, if the amplitude of theoutput voltage is increased above that of the ac system voltage,then the current flows through the tie reactance from theconverter to the ac system, and the converter generates reactive(capacitive) power for the ac system.If the amplitude of the output voltage is decreased below that of the ac system, thenthe reactive current flows from the ac system to the converter, and the converter absorbsreactive (inductive) power. If the amplitude of the output voltage is equal to that of the acsystem voltage, the reactive power exchange is zero.
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Since the converter supplies only reactive output power (its output voltages arecontrolled to be in phase with the ac system voltages), the real input power provided by thede source (charged capacitor) must be zero (as the total instantaneous power on the acside is also zero).Furthermore, since reactive power at zero frequency (at the dc capacitor) bydefinition is zero, the de capacitor plays no part in the reactive power generation. In otherwords, the converter simply interconnects the three ac terminals in such a way that thereactive output currents can flow freely between them. Viewing this from the terminals ofthe ac system, one could say that the converter establishes a circulating current flowamong the phases with zero net instantaneous power exchange.

BASIC CONTROL APPROACHES:A static (var) generator converter comprises a large number of gate controlledsemiconductor power switches (GTO thyristors). The gating commands for these devicesare generated by the internal converter control (which is part of the var generator proper)in response to the demand for reactive and/or real power reference signal(s).The reference signals are provided by the external or system control, from operatorinstructions and system variables, which determine the functional operation of theSTATCOM.The internal control is an integral part of the converter. Its main function is tooperate the converter power switches so as to generate a fundamental output voltagewaveform with the demanded magnitude and phase angle in synchronism with the acsystem. In this way the power converter with the internal control can be viewed as asinusoidal, synchronous voltage source behind a tie reactor (provided by the leakageinductance of the coupling transformer), the amplitude and phase angle of which arecontrolled by the external (STATCOM system) control via appropriate reference signal(s).The main function of the internal control, as stated above, is to operate the converterpower switches so as to produce a synchronous output voltage waveform that forces thereactive (and real) power exchange required for compensation.The internal control achieves this by computing the magnitude and phase angle ofthe required output voltage from IQRef and IPRef provided by the external control andgenerating a set of coordinated timing waveforms ("gating pattern"), which determines theon and off periods of each switch in the converter corresponding to the wanted outputvoltage. These timing waveforms have a defined phase relationship between them,determined by the converter pulse number, the method used for constructing the outputvoltage waveform, and the required angular phase relationship between the three outputs(normally 120 degrees).The magnitude and angle of the output voltage are those internal parameters whichdetermine the real and reactive current the converter draws from, and thereby the real andreactive power it exchanges with the ac system.If the converter is restricted for reactive power exchange, i.e., it is strictly operatedas a static var generator, then the reference input to the internal control is the requiredreactive current. From this the internal control derives the necessary magnitude and angle



for the converter output voltage to establish the required dc voltage on the dc capacitorsince the magnitude of the ac output voltage is directly proportional to the dc capacitorvoltage. Because of this proportionality, the reactive output current, as one approach, canbe controlled indirectly via controlling the dc capacitor voltage (which in turn is controlledby the angle of the output voltage) or, as another approach, directly by the internal voltagecontrol mechanism (e.g., PWM) of the converter in which case the de voltage is keptconstant (by the control of the angle)

There are  two basic approaches to output voltage, and thus to var control1. Indirect output voltage control2. Direct" output voltage control
Block diagram of the internal control for purely reactive compensation, based on the
indirect approach of dc capacitor voltage control:The inputs to the internal control are: the ac system bus voltage v, the output current ofthe converter i0 reference, and the reactive current IQRef . Voltage v operates a phase-lockedloop that provides the basic synchronizing signal, angle θ.The output current, i0 ' is decomposed "into its reactive and real components, and themagnitude of the reactive current component, I0Q to the reactive current reference, IQRef iscompared. The error thus obtained provides, after suitable amplification, angle α, whichdefines the necessary phase shift between the output voltage of the converter and the acsystem voltage needed for charging (or discharging) the storage capacitor to the dc voltagelevel required.Accordingly, angle α is summed to θ to provide angle θ + α, which represents thedesired synchronizing signal for the converter to satisfy the reactive current reference.Angle θ + α operates the gate pattern logic (which may be a digital look-up table) thatprovides the individual gate drive logic signals to operate the converter power switches.
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Block diagram of the internal control for a converter with direct internal voltage
control capability, such as the three-level converter:The input signals are again the bus voltage, v, the converter output current, i0 , andthe reactive current reference, IQRef, plus the dc voltage reference Vdc .This dc voltagereference determines the real power the converter must absorb from the ac system inorder to supply its internal losses.The converter output current is decomposed into reactive and real currentcomponents. These components are compared to the external reactive current reference(determined from compensation requirements) and the internal real current referencederived from the dc voltage regulation loop. After suitable amplification, the real andreactive current error signals are converted into the magnitude and angle of the wantedconverter output voltage, from which the appropriate gate drive signals, in properrelationship with the phase-locked loop provided phase reference, are derived.
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Note that this internal control scheme could operate the converter with a dc powersupply or energy storage as a static synchronous generator. In this case the internal realcurrent reference would be summed to an externally provided real current reference thatwould indicate the desired real power exchange (either positive or negative) with the acsystem. The combined internal and external real current references (for converter lossesand active power compensation), together with the prevailing reactive current demand,would determine the magnitude and angle of the output voltage generated, and thus thereal and reactive power exchanged with the ac system.
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HYBRID VAR GENERATORS:
SWITCHING CONVERTER WITH TSC AND TCR:The converter-based var generator can generate or absorb the same amount ofmaximum reactive power; in other words, it has the same control range for capacitive andinductive var output. However, many applications may call for a different var generationand absorption range. This can simply be achieved by combining the converter with eitherfixed and/or thyristor-switched capacitors and/or reactors.
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UNIT-V

SERIES COMPENSATION

OBJECTIVES OF SERIES COMPENSATION:The effect of series compensation on the basic factors, determining attainable
 MAXIMAL POWER TRANSMISSION,
 STEADY-STATE POWER TRANSMISSION
 LIMIT, TRANSIENT STABILITY,
 VOLTAGE STABILITY
 POWER OSCILLATION DAMPING

CONCEPT OF SERIES CAPACITIVE COMPENSATION:The basic idea behind series capacitive compensation is to decrease the overalleffective series transmission impedance from the sending end to the receiving end, i.e., X inthe P = (V 2 /X) sin δ relationship characterizing the power transmission over a single line.Consider the simple two-machine model, with a series capacitor compensated line,which, for convenience, is assumed to be composed of two identical segments. Note thatfor the same end voltages the magnitude of the total voltage across the series lineinductance, V x = 2VX/2 is increased by the magnitude of the opposite voltage, Vc developedacross the series capacitor and this results from an increase in the line current.

Effective transmission impedance with the series capacitive compensation isX = X − XX = ( 1 − K)X
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where K is the degree of series compensation,K = XXAssuming the voltages VS = Vr = VThe current in the compensated line is
I = 2V(1 − K)X sin δ2Real Power Transmitted is

P = V I = V(1 − K)X sin δReactive power supplied by the series capacitor is
Q = I X = 2V(1 − K) X (1 − cosδ)

VOLTAGE STABILITY:Series capacitive compensation can also be used to reduce the series reactiveimpedance to minimize the receiving-end voltage variation and the possibility of voltagecollapse.A simple radial system with feeder line reactance X, series compensating reactanceXc, and load impedance Z is shown . The "nose point" at each plot given for a specificcompensation level represents the corresponding voltage instability where the sameradial system with a reactive shunt compensator, supporting the end voltage, is shown.Clearly, both shunt and series capacitive compensation can effectively increase the voltagestability limit. Shunt compensation does it by supplying the reactive load demand andregulating the terminal voltage. Series capacitive compensation does it.
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IMPROVEMENT OF TRANSIENT STABILITY:The powerful capability of series line compensation to control the transmittedpower can be utilized much more effectively to increase the transient stability limit and toprovide power oscillation damping. The equal area criterion, to investigate the capability ofthe ideal shunt compensator to improve the transient stability, is used again here to assessthe relative increase of the transient stability margin attainable by series capacitivecompensation.

Consider the simple system with the series compensated line shown. As for theshunt compensated system shown, it is, for convenience, also assumed for the seriescompensated case that the pre-fault and post-fault systems remain the same.Suppose that the system, with and without series capacitive compensation,transmits the same power Pm. Assume that both the uncompensated and the seriescompensated systems are subjected to the same fault for the same period of time.The dynamic behavior of these systems is illustrated in as seen, prior to the faultboth of them transmit power Pm at angles δ1 and δs1, respectively. During the fault, thetransmitted electric power becomes zero While the mechanical input power to thegenerators remains constant, Pm. Therefore, the sending-end generator accelerates fromthe steady-state angles δ1 and δs1 to δ2 and δs2 respectively, when the fault clears.The accelerating energies are represented by areas A1 and As1 After fault clearing,the transmitted electric power exceeds the mechanical input power and therefore thesending-end machine decelerates. However, the accumulated kinetic energy furtherincreases until a balance between the accelerating and decelerating energies, representedby areas A1 , As1 and A2 , As2 respectively is reached at the maximum angular swings, δ3 andδs3
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The areas between the P and δ curve and the constant Pm line over the intervaldefined by the angles δ3 and δcritical and δs3 and δscritical respectively. Transient marginstability represented by Amargin and Asmargin.Comparison clearly shows a substantial increase in the transient stability marginthe series capacitive compensation can provide by partial cancellation of the seriesimpedance of the transmission line.The increase of transient stability margin is proportional to the degree of seriescompensation. Theoretically this increase becomes unlimited for an ideal reactive line asthe compensation approaches 100%. However, practical series capacitive compensationdoes not usually exceed 75% for a number of reasons, including load balancing withparallel paths, high fault current, and the possible difficulties of power flow control. Oftenthe compensation is limited to less than 30% due to subsynchronous concerns.
POWER OSCILLATION DAMPING:Controlled series compensation can be applied effectively to damp poweroscillations, for power oscillation damping it is necessary to vary  the appliedcompensation so as to counteract the accelerating and decelerating swings of the disturbedmachine(s). That is, when the rotationally oscillating generator accelerates and angle δincreases (dδ/dt > 0), the electric power transmitted must be increased to compensate forthe excess mechanical input power. Conversely, when the generator decelerates and angleδ decreases (dδ/dt < 0), the electric power must be decreased to balance the insufficientmechanical input power.As seen, k is maximum when dδ/dt > 0, and it is zero when dδ/dt < O. Withmaximum k, the effective line impedance is minimum (or, alternatively, the voltage acrossthe  actual line impedance is maximum) and consequently, the electric power transmittedover the line is maximum. When k is zero, the effective line impedance is maximum (or,alternatively, the voltage across the actual line impedance is minimum) and the powertransmitted is minimum. The illustration shows that k is controlled in a "bang-bang"manner (output of the series compensator is varied between the minimum and maximumvalues). Indeed, this type of control is the most effective for damping large oscillations.However, damping relatively small power oscillations, particularly with a relatively largeseries compensator, continuous variation of k, in sympathy with the generator angle orpower, may be a better alternative.
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SUBSYNCHRONOUS OSCILLATION DAMPING:Sustained oscillation below the fundamental system frequency can be caused byseries capacitive compensation. The phenomenon, referred to as SUBSYNCHRONOUS
RESONANCE (SSR), was observed as early as 1937, but it received serious attention only inthe 1970s, after two turbine-generator shaft failures occurred at the Mojave GeneratingStation in southern Nevada.Theoretical investigations showed that interaction between a series capacitor-compensated transmission line, oscillating at the natural (subharmonic) resonantfrequency, and the mechanical system of a turbine-generator set in torsional mechanicaloscillation can result in negative damping with the consequent mutual reinforcement of theelectrical and mechanical oscillations. The phenomenon of subsynchronous resonance canbe briefly described as follows:A capacitor in series with the total circuit inductance of the transmission line(including the appropriate generator and transformer leakage inductive) forms a seriesresonant circuit with the natural frequency of = √ = where Xc is the reactanceof the series capacitor and X is the total reactance of the line at the fundamental powersystem frequency f. Since the degree of series compensation k = Xc/X is usually in the 25 to75% range, the electrical resonant frequency fe; is less than the power frequency f, i.e., fe isa sub harmonic frequency.If the electrical circuit is brought into oscillation (by some network disturbance)then the sub harmonic component of the line current results in a corresponding subharmonic field in the machine which, as it rotates backwards relative to the main field(since t. < f), produces an alternating torque on the rotor at the difference frequency of f - fe.If this difference frequency coincides with one of the torsional resonances of theturbine-generator set, mechanical torsional oscillation is excited, which, in turn, furtherexcites the electrical resonance. This condition is defined as subsynchronous resonance. (Ofcourse, this process could also start in the reverse sense: a shock could start a torsionaloscillation which, under the condition of subsynchronous resonance, would be reinforcedby the response of the electrical network.)
METHODS OF CONTROLLABLE VAR GENERATION

 VARIABLE IMPEDANCE TYPE STATIC VAR GENERATORS:

 GTO THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR (GCSC)

 THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR (TCSC)

 THYRISTOR-SWITCHED SERIES CAPACITOR (TSSC)

 SWITCHING CONVERTER TYPE VAR GENERATORS

 STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES COMPENSATOR (SSSC)



GTO THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR (GCSC):An elementary GTO Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor, proposed by Karady withothers in 1992, is shown. It consists of a fixed capacitor in parallel with a GTO thyristor (orequivalent) valve (or switch) that has the capability to turn on and off upon command.

The objective of the GCSC scheme shown is to control the ac voltage Vc across thecapacitor at a given line current i. Evidently, when the GTO valve, SW, is closed, the voltageacross the capacitor .is zero, and when the valve is open, it is maximum. For controlling thecapacitor voltage, the closing and opening of the valve is carried out in each half-cycle insynchronism with the ac system frequency.The GTO valve is stipulated to close automatically (through appropriate controlaction) whenever the capacitor voltage crosses zero. (Recall that the thyristor valve of theTCR opens automatically whenever the current crosses zero.) However, the turn-off instantof the valve in each half-cycle is controlled by a (turn-off) delay angle γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ π/2), withrespect to the peak of the line current. where the line current i, and the capacitor voltageVC(γ) are shown at γ = 0 (valve open) and at an arbitrary turn-off delay angle γ for apositive and a negative half-cycle.When the valve sw is opened at the crest of the (constant) line current (γ = 0), theresultant capacitor voltage Vc will be the same as that obtained in steady state with apermanently open switch. When the opening of the valve is delayed by the angle γ withrespect to the crest of the line current, the capacitor voltage can be expressed with adefined line current, as follows i(t) = I cosωt
V (t) = 1C i(t)dt = IωC ( sinωt – sinγ)
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Since the valve opens at γ and stipulated to close at the first voltage zero, is valid forthe interval γ ≤ ωt ≤ π – γ. For subsequent positive half-cycle intervals the same expressionremains valid. For subsequent negative half-cycle intervals, the sign of the terms becomesopposite.It is evident that the magnitude of the capacitor voltage can be varied continuouslyby this method of turn-off delay angle control from maximum (γ = 0) to zero (γ = π/2) ,where the capacitor voltage Vc(γ), together with its fundamental component VCF(y), areshown at, various tum-off delay angles, /'. Note, however, that the adjustment of thecapacitor voltage, similar to the adjustment of the TCR current, is discrete and can takeplace only once in each half-cycle.
The amplitude of the capacitor voltage is given by

V (γ) = IωC ( 1 − 2γπ − 1π sin2γ)where I is the amplitude of the line current, C is the capacitance of the GTO thyristorcontrolled capacitor, and ω is the angular frequency of the ac system.On the basis of the GCSC, varying the fundamental capacitor voltage at a fixed linecurrent, could be considered as a variable capacitive impedance. Indeed, an effectivecapacitive impedance can be found for a given value of angle γ Of, in other words, aneffective capacitive impedance, Xc, as a function of γ, for the GCSC can be defined.
X (γ) = 1ωC ( 1 − 2γπ − 1π sin2γ)
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THYRISTOR-SWITCHED SERIES CAPACITOR (TSSC):The basic circuit arrangement of the thyristor-switched series capacitor is shown. Itconsists of a number of capacitors, each shunted by an appropriately rated bypass valvecomposed of a string of reverse parallel connected thyristors, in series.

Its operation is different due to the imposed switching restrictions of theconventional thyristor valve. The operating principle of the TSSC is straightforward: thedegree of series compensation is controlled in a step-like manner by increasing ordecreasing the number of series capacitors inserted.A capacitor is inserted by turning off, and it is bypassed by turning on thecorresponding thyristor valve. A thyristor valve commutates "naturally," that is, it turns offwhen the current crosses zero. Thus a capacitor can be inserted into the line by thethyristor valve only at the zero crossings of the line current.Since the insertion takes place at line current zero, a full half-cycle of the linecurrent will charge the capacitor from zero to maximum and the successive, oppositepolarity half-cycle of the line current will discharge it from this maximum to zero, as.The capacitor insertion at line current zero, necessitated by the switching limitationof the thyristor valve, results in a de offset voltage which is equal to the amplitude of the accapacitor voltage. In order to minimize the initial surge current in the valve, and thecorresponding circuit transient, the thyristor valve should be turned on for bypass onlywhen the capacitor voltage is zero. With the prevailing de offset, this requirement can
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cause a delay of up to one full cycle, which would set the theoretical limit for the attainableresponse time of the TSSC.The basic V-I characteristic of the TSSC with four series connected compensatormodules operated to control the compensating voltage is shown. For this compensatingmode the reactance of the capacitor banks is chosen so as to produce, on the average, therated compensating voltage, VCmax = 4XC Imin in the face of decreasing line current over adefined interval Imin ≤ I ≤ Imax.As the current Imin is increased toward Imax the capacitor banks are progressivelybypassed by the related thyristor valves to reduce the overall capacitive reactance in astep-like manner and thereby maintain the compensating voltage with increasing linecurrent.

In the impedance compensation mode, the TSSC is applied to maintain themaximum rated compensating reactance at any line current up to the rated maximum. Inthis compensation mode the capacitive impedance is chosen so as to provide the maximumseries compensation at rated current, 4XC = Vcmax/Imax , that the TSSC can vary in a step-likemanner by bypassing one or more capacitor banks. The loss versus line currentcharacteristic for this compensation mode is shown for zero compensating impedance (allcapacitor banks are bypassed by the thyristor valves) and for maximum compensatingimpedance (all thyristor valves are off and all capacitors are inserted).
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THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR (TCSC):

ADVANTAGES OF TCSC:Use of thyristor control in series capacitors potentially offers the following little-mentionedadvantages:1. Rapid, continuous control of the transmission-line series-compensation level.2. Dynamic control of power flow in selected transmission lines within the network toenable optimal power-flow conditions and prevent the loop flow of power.3. Damping of the power swings from local and inter-area oscillations.4. Suppression of subsynchronous oscillations. At subsynchronous frequencies, theTCSC presents an inherently resistive–inductive reactance. The subsynchronousoscillations cannot be sustained in this situation and consequently get damped.5. Decreasing dc-offset voltages. The dc-offset voltages, invariably resulting from theinsertion of series capacitors, can be made to decay very quickly (within a fewcycles) from the firing control of the TCSC thyristors.6. Enhanced level of protection for series capacitors. A fast bypass of the seriescapacitors can be achieved through thyristor control when large over voltagesdevelop across capacitors following faults. Likewise, the capacitors can be quicklyreinserted by thyristor action after fault clearing to aid in system stabilization.7. Voltage support. The TCSC, in conjunction with series capacitors, can generatereactive power that increases with line loading, thereby aiding the regulation oflocal network voltages and, in addition, the alleviation of any voltage instability.8. Reduction of the short-circuit current. During events of high short-circuit current,the TCSC can switch from the controllable-capacitance to the controllable-inductance mode, thereby restricting the short-circuit currents.
The basic conceptual TCSC module comprises a series capacitor, C, in parallel with athyristor-controlled reactor, L

,

BASIC PRINCIPLE:A TCSC is a series-controlled capacitive reactance that can provide continuouscontrol of power on the ac line over a wide range. From the system viewpoint, the principleof variable-series compensation is simply to increase the fundamental-frequency voltageacross an fixed capacitor (FC) in a series compensated line through appropriate variation of
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the firing angle, α. This enhanced voltage changes the effective value of the series-capacitive reactance.

The impedance of the LC network is given by= +If ωL > 1/ωC, the the reactance of the FC is less than that of the parallel-connectedvariable reactor and that this combination provides a variable-capacitive reactance areboth implied. Moreover, this inductor increases the equivalent-capacitive reactance of theLC combination above that of the FC.If ωC - 1/ωL = 0 a resonance develops that results in an infinite-capacitiveimpedance an obviously unacceptable condition.If, however, ωL < 1/ωC, the LC combination provides inductance above the value ofthe fixed inductor. This situation corresponds to the inductive-vernier mode of the TCSCoperation.In the variable-capacitance mode of the TCSC, as the inductive reactance of thevariable inductor is increased, the equivalent-capacitive reactance is gradually decreased.The minimum equivalent-capacitive reactance is obtained for extremely large inductivereactance or when the variable inductor is open-circuited, in which the value is equal to thereactance of the FC itself. The behavior of the TCSC is similar to that of the parallel LCcombination.The difference is that the LC-combination analysis is based on the presence of puresinusoidal voltage and current in the circuit, whereas in the TCSC, because of the voltageand current in the FC and thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR) are not sinusoidal because ofthyristor switchings.
MODES OF TCSC OPERATION:

 BYPASSED-THYRISTOR MODE
 BLOCKED-THYRISTOR MODE
 PARTIALLY CONDUCTING THYRISTOR, OR VERNIER, MODE
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BYPASSED-THYRISTOR MODE:In this bypassed mode, the thyristors are made to fully conduct with a conductionangle of 1800. Gate pulses are applied as soon as the voltage across the thyristors reacheszero and becomes positive, resulting in a continuous sinusoidal of flow current through thethyristor valves.The TCSC module behaves like a parallel capacitor–inductor combination. However,the net current through the module is inductive, for the susceptance of the reactor ischosen to be greater than that of the capacitor. Also known as the thyristor-switched-reactor (TSR) mode, the  bypassed thyristor mode is distinct from the bypassed-breakermode, in which the circuit breaker provided across the series capacitor is closed to removethe capacitor or the TCSC module in the event of TCSC faults or transient over voltagesacross the TCSC.This mode is employed for control purposes and also for initiating certain protectivefunctions. Whenever a TCSC module is bypassed from the violation of the current limit, afinite-time delay, TDelay , must elapse before the module can be reinserted after the linecurrent falls below the specified limit.

BLOCKED-THYRISTOR MODE:In this mode, also known as the waiting mode, the firing pulses to the thyristorvalves are blocked. If the thyristors are conducting and a blocking command is given, thethyristors turn off as soon as the current through them reaches a zero crossing.The TCSC module is thus reduced to a fixed-series capacitor, and the net TCSCreactance is capacitive. In this mode, the dc-offset voltages of the capacitors are monitoredand quickly discharged using a dc-offset control without causing any harm to thetransmission-system transformers.
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PARTIALLY CONDUCTING THYRISTOR, OR VERNIER, MODE:This mode allows the TCSC to behave either as a continuously controllablecapacitive reactance or as a continuously controllable inductive reactance. It is achieved byvarying the thyristor-pair firing angle in an appropriate range.However, a smooth transition from the capacitive to inductive mode is notpermitted because of the resonant region between the two modes.A variant of this mode is the capacitive-vernier-control mode, in which thethyristors are fired when the capacitor voltage and capacitor current have oppositepolarityThis condition causes a TCR current that has a direction opposite that of thecapacitor current, thereby resulting in a loop-current flow in the TCSC controller. The loopcurrent increases the voltage across the FC, effectively enhancing the equivalent-capacitivereactance and the series-compensation level for the same value of line current.To preclude resonance, the firing angle α of the forward-facing thyristor, asmeasured from the positive reaching a zero crossing of the capacitor voltage, is constrainedin the range of αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax . This constraint provides a continuous vernier control of theTCSC module reactance. The loop current increases as α  is decreased from 1800 to αmin. .The maximum TCSC reactance permissible with α =  αmin. is typically two-and-a-half tothree times the capacitor reactance at fundamental frequency.Another variant is the inductive-vernier mode, in which the TCSC can be operatedby having a high level of thyristor conduction. In this mode, the direction of the circulatingcurrent is reversed and the controller presents a net inductive impedance

Based on the three modes of thyristor-valve operation, two variants of the TCSC emerge:
 Thyristor-switched series capacitor (TSSC), which permits a discrete control of thecapacitive reactance.
 Thyristor-controlled series capacitor (TCSC), which offers a continuous control ofcapacitive or inductive reactance. (The TSSC, however, is more commonlyemployed.)
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ANALYSIS OF THE TCSC:The analysis of TCSC operation in the vernier-control mode is performed based onthe simplified TCSC circuit. Transmission-line current is assumed to be the independent-input variable and is modeled as an external current source, iS(t). It is further assumed thatthe line current is sinusoidal, as derived from actual measurements demonstrating thatvery few harmonics exist in the line current. However, the analysis presented in thefollowing text may be erroneous to the extent that the line current deviates from a purelysinusoidal nature.

The current through the fixed-series capacitor, C, is expressed asC dVdt = i (t) − i (t). uThe switching variable u = 1 when the thyristor valves are conducting, that is, whenthe switch S is closed. On the other hand, u = 0 when the thyristors are blocked, that is,when switch S is open.The thyristor-valve current, iT(t) , is then described by
L didt = V . uLet the line current, iS(t), be represented byi (t) = I cosωtEquations above can be solved with the knowledge of the instants of switching. Inequidistant firing-pulse control, for balanced TCSC operation, the thyristors are switchedon twice in each cycle of line current at instants t1 and t3, given byt = − βω and t = (π − β)ωwhere β is the angle of advance (before the forward voltage becomes zero). Orβ = π – α            0 ≤ β ≤ βmaxThe firing angle α is generated using a reference signal that can be in phase with thecapacitor voltage. The thyristor switch S turns off at the instants t2 and t4 , defined ast = t + σω and t = t + σω
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where σ is the conduction angle, which is assumed to be the same in both the positive andthe negative cycle of conduction. Also, σ = 2βSolving TCSC equations results in steady state thyristor currents
i (t) = kk − 2 cosωt − cos βcos k β cosω tWhere ω = 1√LC

k = ωω = 1ωL 1ωC = XXand XC is the nominal reactance of the FC only.The steady-state capacitor voltage at the instant ωt = -βV = Im Xk − 1 (sin β − k cosβ tankβ )At ωt = β, iT = 0 , and the capacitor voltage is given byv (ωt = β) = v = −v
The capacitor voltage is finally obtained asV (t) = Im Xk − 1 – sinωt + k cosβcos kβ sinω tV (t) = V + Im X ( sinωt − sin β)Because the non sinusoidal capacitor voltage, vc , has odd symmetry about the axis ωt = 0,the fundamental component, VCF is obtained as= 4 ( ) sin ( )/

=
= = − ( − ) 2 + 2 + 4( − ) − 1 tan − tan
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BASIC OPERATING CONTROL SCHEMES FOR GCSC, TSSC, AND TCSC:The function of the operating or "internal" control of the variable impedance typecompensators is to provide appropriate gate drive for the thyristor valve to produce thecompensating voltage or impedance defined by a reference.The internal control operates the power circuit of the series compensator, enablingit to function in a self-sufficient manner as a variable reactive impedance. Thus, the powercircuit of the series compensator together with the internal control can be viewed as a"black box" impedance amplifier, the output of which can be varied from the input with alow power reference signal.The reference to the internal control is provided by the "external" or system control,whose function it is to operate the controllable reactive impedance so as to accomplishspecified compensation objectives of the transmission line. Thus the external controlreceives a line impedance, current, power, or angle reference and, within measured systemvariables, derives the operating reference for the internal control.Structurally the internal controls for the three variable impedance typecompensators (GCSC, TCSC, TSSC) could be similar. Succinctly, their function is simply todefine the conduction and/or the blocking intervals of the valve in relation to thefundamental (power frequency) component of the line current.This requires the execution of three basic functions:
 synchronization to the line current,
 turn-on or turn-off delay angle computation, and
 gate (firing) signal generation.These functions obviously can be implemented by different circuit approaches, withdiffering advantages and disadvantages. In the following, three possible internal controlschemes are functionally discussed: one for the GCSC, and the other two for the TCSCpower circuit arrangements. Either of the TCSC schemes could be adapted for the TSSC ifsubsynchronous resonance would be an application concern.
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INTERNAL CONTROL SCHEME FOR THE GCSC:

 The first function is synchronous timing, provided by a phase-locked loop circuitthat runs in synchronism with the line current.
 The second function is the reactive voltage or impedance to tum-off delay angleconversion according to the relationship respectively.
 The third function is the determination of the instant of valve turn-on when thecapacitor voltage becomes zero. (This function may also include the maintenance ofa minimum on time at voltage zero crossings to ensure immunity tosubsynchronous resonance.)
 The fourth function is the generation of suitable turn-off and turn-on pulses for theGTO valve.The basic GCSC (power circuit plus internal control) can be considered as a controllableseries capacitor which, in response to the transmission line current, will reproduce (withina given frequency band and specified rating) the compensating impedance (or voltage)defined by the reference input.The dynamic performance of the GCSC is similar to that of the TCR, both having amaximum transport lag of one half of a cycle.



INTERNAL CONTROL SCHEME FOR THE TCSC:The main consideration for the structure of the internal control operating the powercircuit of the TCSC is to ensure immunity to subsynchronous resonance. Presentapproaches follow two basic control philosophies. One is to operate the basic phase locked-loop (PLL) from the fundamental component of the line current.

In order to achieve this, it is necessary to provide substantial filtering to remove thesuper- and, in particular, the subsynchronous components from the line current and, at thesame time, maintain correct phase relationship for proper synchronization. A possibleinternal control scheme of this type is shown.In this arrangement the conventional technique of converting the demanded TCRcurrent into the  corresponding delay angle, which is measured from the peak (or, with afixed 90 degree shift, from the zero  crossing) of the fundamental line current, is used.The reference for the demanded TCR current is;, usually provided by a regulationloop of the external control, which compares the actual capacitive Impedance orcompensating voltage to the reference given for the desired system operation.
The second approach also employs a PLL, synchronized to the line current, for thegeneration of the basic timing reference. However, in this method the actual zero crossingof the capacitor voltage is estimated from the prevailing capacitor voltage and line currentby an angle correction circuit.The delay angle is then determined from the desired angle and the estimatedcorrection angle so as to make the TCR conduction symmetrical with respect to theexpected zero crossing.The desired delay angle in this scheme can be adjusted by a closed-loop controlledphase shift of the basic time reference provided by the PLL circuit. The delay angle of theTCR, and thus the compensating capacitive voltage, as in the previous case, is controlledoverall by a regulation loop of the external control in order to meet system operating
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requirements. This regulation loop is relatively slow, with a bandwidth just sufficient tomeet compensation requirements (power flow adjustment, power oscillation damping,etc.). Thus, from the stand point of the angle correction circuit, which by comparison is veryfast (correction takes place in each half cycle), the output of the phase shifter is almost asteady state reference.Although control circuit performances are usually heavily dependent on the actualimplementation, the second approach is theoretically more likely to provide fasterresponse for those applications requiring such response.
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